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70
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

The fifteenth accident report
for the month of July in the city of
Murray was filed by the investigating officers of the
Murray Police Department on
Tuesday at 3:25 p.m. No injuries
were reported.
Cars involved in the accident at
602 West Main Street were a 1970
Buick four door
owned by
Howard Giles and driven by
a Powell Giles, 1623 Lock
Lomond Drive, Murray 4; a 1970

Dr. William P. McElwain,
Acting Commissioner for State
Department of Health, was guest
speaker for a joint meeting of the
Boards of Health and Health
Department staffs for Marshall
and Calloway counties held
Tuesday evening at the Southside
Restaurant-Calloway served as host county
for a steak dinner. County Judge
(Continued on Pass Sixteen)
If you would like to help the new Robert 0. Miller, Chairman of
headquarters of the Murray Calloway Board of Health, inThe Murray Electric System
Calloway County Mental Health:. troduced the Commissioner and
was advised last Friday of the
Mental Retardation Center noiv presented him with a native
Computer Programmer
proposed rate increase by TVA
Located at 702 Main Street, here is country ham.
S.
according to Edward
they
need.
a list of what
In referring to the State
Aptitude Test To Be
Ferguson, Superintendent of the
Department of Health, Dr.
system. The story of the rate
Someone to under-write a McElwain said, "We need to
Given Saturday, MSU
increase was printed in Thurchain-link fence around a play devote our time to strengthening
sday's issue of the Ledger and
free computer programmer
A
area.
county health departments." He
es.
aptitude test will be offered at
Driveway and Parking area continued, to say that the only
"I have fussed abbut this for
University
Murray
State
Refrigerator
local unit that could deliver
enty years-, Ferguson said
Saturday, July 25.
Drinking fountain health services to the people is
Specialist Fourth Class Reggie Scheduled at 10 a.m. in Room
esterday, -but it has not done
yard the county health department.
front
Landscaping
Key,son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 104 of the business building, the
y good". Mr. Fergation said
conditioner In discussing the cost of
Air
Key of 1302 Kirkwood Drive, nationally
t a TVA official called him on
test
validated
equipment delivery of health services, he
ground
Play
Murray, has returned to Fort developed by IBM is being ofFriday and told him that the
Trash cans (4)
stated that the cost per hour of Lewis, Washington, after
release had inadvertently been
Paneling or painting a third of- Service for Calloway was the spending twenty-one days ,at fered at .the university for the
given to the news media before
first time.
for
a
doctor. lowest in this area and that home.
fice
Frank Ryan left) and Ronald Churchill, co-chairmen of the drive to raise funds to help pay for a
local power distributors were
Dr. Jules Harcourt, professor
Supplies and equipment to Marshall County was second.
Key entered the United States of administrative management in kidney transplant for former Murray State University basketball player Tom Moran,'look over a notified.
eften
d4tim
operiitt is10
(opxofthe_sivasibat wilt)* divined iixthe lecetions where tickets will be. wa,salc
The.lar the rast4 the mon, Army in the May Bib draft Mil tit
Mr 9ilii91111111111 Said -WU
the School et 14,-,isiuerss.at Murray
etc.)
efficient the operation and better 1969, and had his basic training at
had been called for
meeting
supervise
the
testing.
State,
will
Someone to under-write a lighted the services.
Fort Campbell.
Monday July 27 in Nashville,
sign for the building. (Ap- Dr. McElwain discussed two He is a graduate of Murray He has advised anyone interested
Tennessee to discess the
in a career in computer data
proximately $150).
major areas that will demand big High School and of the Nashville,
proposed rate increase.
processing to take the test.
emphasis in the months ahead. Automotive and Diesel College. No advance registration is
The TVA acknowledged in
These are, the medical care
Knoxville Thursday that a 25 to 30
necessary.
This is a community endeavor system and the environment.
per cent increase in wholesale
A golf tournament dance will
which has grown through the The medical care system deals
be held at the Calloway County Slightly more than eleven basketball player Tom Moran. rates for electric power is in the
years until today it has become with the entire system for the
Country Club for members and hundred dollars worth of tickets Moran and his brother, the works. The first raise is slated
an integral part of our town.
delivery of health services. At
those participating in the golf have been sold to date for a potential donor, are in the for August I, a little over a week
the present, there are some gaps
tournament on Saturday, July 25, benefit basketball game which University of Kentucky Medical from today.
will raise funds to help pay for a Center Hospital in Lexington Mr. Ferguson said that he had
and some duplication. The enfrom nine p.m. to one a.m.
vironment is demanding a lot of
kidney transplant for former undergoing tests for the received about five pages of
Univetsity operation which is tentatively material telling what the various
State
attention, and at the national
Entertainement will be Reid Murray
level, an effort is being made to
scheduled in early August.
rate adjustments will be.
Hale and his Band, according to
Moran's only hope for survival "TVA needs about $115 million
take Environmental Health out of
to
the
Editor
Letter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Orr,
Word has been received of the
A special call meeting of
Health, Education and Welfare
tcontinued on Page Sixteen) dollars additional in 1971'',
chairmen of the dance cornDear Editor'
and form a separate En- Murray Chapter S2 Royal Arch death of Eugene M. Dale, age 72, mittee.
Ferguson continued". He pointed
Masons, will be held On Thursday formerly of Calloway County,
Coansaiiusioe.
out that the proposed increased
Dr. McElwain complimented at 7:30 at the Masonic Hall. The who died at the Methodist
Read you comment in the
will bring in only about $5
The
planning
committee
is
Hospital
in
Houston,
Texas,
after
Past
Master
and
both staffs for devotion to public
"Seen and Heard" . column
Most Excellent
million, leaving TVA still short
The North Pleasant Grove health and challenged them to Master degrees will be conferred. a stay of several weeks. He is a composed of Dr. and Mrs. recently concerning the traffic
about $100 million.
Cumberland Presbyterian become a more active part of All Royal Arch Masons are longtime merchant and well Woodfin Hutson, Mr. and Mrs. problem at Keenland Drive a
TVA has given as the primary
John Irvan, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Magnolia, and opined that it wasi
Church will begin a revival forming the future of public urged to attend. Refreshments
cause for the rate increase the
Sexton, and Mr. and Mrs. James your unfamiliarity with ou
will be served.
meeting on Sunday, July 26, health.
dramatic rise in coal which is
Williams.
which will continue through Dr. McElwain concluded by
neighborhood which prompted it
used to fuel the power plants, and
Friday, July 31.
saying "We in Frankfort are your
the high cost of money.
also
Serving
on
the
decoration
lhe Special Activities Class for
Services will be held nightly at representatives and a provider of
Really, Mr. Williams, there
"The
cost of coal has gone
committee
are
Mr. and Mrs. never a problem. If two or mor Retarded Children of the corn7:30 p.m. with Rev. 0. T. Ornett somCtechnical assistance. Call
Gingles Wallis, Mr. and Mrs. Dan of the nice people in this are munity at the Seventh and Poplar almost straight up," said the
as the evangelist. Gene Cole will on us."
spokesman. This is the
Hutson, and Mr. and Mrs. Freed approach the intersection at th Church of Christ, will sponsor a TVA
be the song leader.
R. L. Cooper, Health CoorCotham.
wiener
roast
Saturday,
July
25,
at
The public is invited to'attend, dinator for Calloway and Mar(Continued on Page Sixteen)
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
the City Park. The. picnic will
according to Rev. Edd Glover, shall county Health Departstart at 11:30 a.m. and end at 1:00
pastor of the church.
ments, presided at the meeting. FRANKFORT, Ky.-Kenlake said their crews could not have
•
State Resort Park has been done the job without the
p.m.
All food will be furnished and
selected as the top resort park for specialized equipment the
games will be played after lunch.
June, Parks Commissioner W. department has been supplying
All parents of exceptional
James Host announced.
to all state park locations.
children are invited to bring their
Aubrey Woodruff, maintenance
'This is the-first,time Kenlake Some 1,500 persons, the largest to 3-year terms as directors.orthe children to the park for the
foreman at Kenlake, accepted
has had the specialized mowing, crowd in history, attended the cooperative.
IC.
the monthl award, based on
ss is provi
as a
ener m
toots needed to do the Kentucky Rural Telephone the meeting and re-elected L,Ar. community service and is held
A summer program was Margarette Winchester, Mrs. appearance.
professional job tourists have Cooperative Saturday, July 18, at Murdock, plesident; Sjanley each Sunday from 9:30 a.m. to By United Press International
conducted in the six elementary Eupal Underwood, Mrs. Laura "We have installed rotating come to expect of the Kentu( ky War Memorial Fairgrounds in Jones, vice-president
Heavy rains fell in parts of
12:00 noon. These hours enable
schools, Alino, Faxon, Hazel, Jennings, Mrs. Lillie Farris, Mrs. awards to give exceptional Park System," Woodruff said. Mayfield.
the Gulf Coast area early
George
secretary,picd
Schmidt,
parents from other churches .ta today, Partly as a result of
Kirksey, Lynn Grove and New Agne-s MreDindel;andlatra. Virgil' maintenance crews recognition Special to area media.
ep enson, reas r.
George Stephenson, Graves The meetinik, held in the leave their children at the class Hurricane Becky and partly
Concord for some sixty children Grogan. The teachers made for the job they are doing at our
Now You Know
and attend the church of their because of a strong cold front
County, E. T. Inman, Marshall
who had difficulty in mastering visits to the homes of the children parks," 'Host said.
He added that the crews cannot By United Press International County, and Herman Darnell, Fairgrounds grandstand, opened choice.
the basic reading skills during prior to opening of the summer
in the region. Becky was
A fish called the ling lays as Calloway County, were re-elected at 10:00 a.m. with Mickey During the first hour Bible expected to become a mere
their first year in school. Edward program to inform the parents do the job alone, but need help
Rollers
and
his
Blue
Cochrw'
stories, songs, and lessons on tropical storm later in the
Curd, Title I Director for the about the purpose of the program from every park visitor to keep many as 28 million eggs at a
providing entertainment.
family, health, safety, manners, morning.
Calloway County Schools, was in and to enlist their cooperation. tamp, picnic and beach areas time.
Miss Judy McCutcheon
Suring the business session co- and the community
are
charge of the summer program. They were most helpful in getting tree ot utter.
Free Kittens
op members heard reports from discussed. During the rest of the
Two other parks, Audubon
the children to the schools, Curd
The Gulf Coast was not the
Two kittens, nine weeks cid, To Teach, Hopkinsville ,
State Park and William Whitley
Teachers participating in the said.
(liontihuird on Peg. Sixteen) class period, organized games only part of the nation with
white with short hair, are free to
and activities are held.
program were Mrs. Beurdean
A five day workshop was held State Shrine, also recived awards
A full-time business-acce‘ting
poor weathet. Thunderstorms
persons for pets. For information
Mrs. Kay Ligon, Head Teacher dampened parts of the
Wrather, Miss Nancy Roberts, (Continued on Page Sixteen) in their respective divisions.
instructor has been Darned for
West,
call 753-6472.
at
the
Marshall
County
School
for
Managers
of
all
three
parks
Cassity,
Mrs.
Mrs. Betty
Hopkinsville Community College
where some storms were quite
Mrs.
Exceptional
Children
and
beginning
with the Fall
severe.
Myra Jo Farley, elementary
Semester. Judy F. McCutcheon,
education major at M. S. U. are About 20 miles south of Salt
Route Five,Niurray, will assume
teachers of the class. College Lake City, Utah, two funnel
her duties. Auiust- 15.
of
president
Ward,
Dr. Nan K.
students and other adults from clouds were reported. Hail
A graduate of Murray State
the Kentucky Association for the church provide aid and a oneUniversity, she holds both the B.
pelted Bozeman and Billings,
Health, Physical Education and
S. and M. B. A. from the in- Recreation, will join the Murray to-one relationship during the last Mont.
half of the class period.
Skies were mostly fair from
State University faculty SepKentucky.:
Mostly cloudy.
Transportation
will
be
From August 1964 through May
Stewart,
Chad
today throne' Thursday with
provided by the church for those
of 1969, she taught all business tember 1, Dr.
chairman of the physical children who need it. Further
occasional rain mainly easttoday
subjects at Sikeston High School,
education department at Murray information can be obtained
and central and east tonight and
Sikeston, Missouri, serving as a
State, has announced.
Thursday.
Not much temabout the class at the jVcnic or by
graduate assistant in accounting
perature change. Highs today 70s
calling 753-8463 or 753-557a.
at Murray State University
Mt
and
Lick
- A native of Salt
east to near 80 west. Lows
during the past academic year.
Sterling, Dr. Ward has been an
tonight mid 50s to near 60. High
Miss McCutcheon is a member
associate professor of physical
Thursday upper 708 to low 110s.
of
National __Education education at Morehead State
Association, the Missouri State University since 1967.
A Textiles ana Clothing
Extended Forecast
Teachers Association and Pi
Workshop was held by the Home
earned both her unShe
By United Press InternationalOmega Honorary 'Business
Economics Department of
dergraduate and master degrees
Extended weather outlook for
Fraternity.
Murray State Unlvisrsitv from
at Moreheadliefare receiving her
Kentucky Friday through SunJune 29 through July 17
doctorate at the University of
y.
She will
Kentucky in 1967.
Chance of showers Friday and
Mildred Roctgars of North
replace Miss Brinda Smith, who
in east portion Saturday. Hi's in
Dakota was the instructor for the
has been granted a leave of ablow to mid SOs east to the mid and
New techniques in
workshop
sence to continue her work
upper 80s west. Lows low 605 east
clothing construction and emtoward a doctorate at the
to upper 60a west
Revival services will be held at University
Southern
phasis on fitting techniques were
of
TVA LAKE STAGES
Cumberland Mississippi. Hattiesburg.
the
Liberty
given as a refresher and upBy United Press International
Presbyterian Church starting Known state-wide for her work
dating course for junior high and
7 sm. Midnight
Monday, July 27, and continuing, in physical education, Dr Ward
high school home economics
357.5
FluCtuate
Savannah
through Saturday, August 1
teachers
taught at 13oone County and'Bath
357.0 Fluctuate
Perryville
Rev. Vaughn Fulls of Nash- County high schools and at
357.2 Fall 0.4
Johnsonville
ville, Tenn., will be the evangelist Pasco, Fla., before joining the
Eighteen persons were enrolled
357 4 Fall 0.3
Scott Fitzhugh
for the services at 7.45 each University School faculty at
from six states..Those from area
357.2 Fall 0.2
Eggners Ferry
were Lucy Lilly of Murray, Dean
evening.
Morehead.
357.4
. Fall 0.2
Kentucky HW
PARKS AWARD GIVEN-Aubrey Woodruff, Kenlake State Resort Park maintenance foremar,
The church and the pastoT, 1-Ier husband: Lonnie, passed
Faughn of Benton, Nancy Smith
Kentucky TW 301.6 Fluctuate accepts the Outstanding Resort Park award from Parks CAmmisigioner W. Jame/Most Kenlake was Rev Harold Batts, invite the away several years'ago, and sheSouth Bend, Indiana, and
chosen outstanding park for its exceptional maintenance work for the month of Jane-.
oltiblIt to attend
1 Remeclio B. 414
has. one son, Jimmy, 9.

$115 Million
Needed By
TVA In '71

Tournament Dance
Planned, Calloway

Word Is Received Of
Death Of Eugene
Dale Of Alamogordo

-

1500 Attend Rural Telephone
Cooperative Meeting Saturday

Picnic Planned
F
or Retarded
By Church Here
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Ten Years Ago Today
rus

Airman John T. W. Sowell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bud T. Sowell, has
completed his initial course of Air Force basic military training at
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
The 50th homecoming of St. John's Baptist Church will be held July
24. Rev. C. E. Ward will be the speaker.
Dale Sykes of Troop 4.5 of Murray was elected patrol leader in the
Kit Carson Boys program at the Volunteer Training Center at
Philmont Scout Ranch in Camarron, N. M.
Fred Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Greene 0. Wilson, is enrolled at
the University of Kentucky this summer.

:-20 YeatrAgfgoday
•

LEMAN I TIMES

.
Deaths reported are Mrs.
Parrish of Dexter Route One, Mrs.
Mack Nola Smith of TIt, MIdI., and Josh
F. Cunningham of
"tslurray Pilazud'adelirtng isietipenY'lciiks
vacant this week with .
nearly everyone on vacation", from the
column, "Seen & Heeard
Around Murray".
Dr. Roy Beaman of the New Orleans Baptist
at Sinking Springs Baptist Church on July Seminary will preach
23.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley celebrated their
22nd wedding anniversary on July 19 by attending a ball game
at St. Louis, Mo.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
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Space Agency Is Shifting
Emphasis Closer ToHome

Veterans with GI life insurance policies will receive
slighdy higher dividends this
year than in 1969. The average
for World War I veterans will
be about $115, compared to
Editor's note: On the first an of Apollo and building It into a $97 last year, and about $61
niversary of man's landing or $2 billion experimental space for WW 11 veterans, up from
the moon, the United States is station that promises to put $53- in 1969.
shifting its emphasis towarc space flight to use for man on
space closer to home. Here is a earth.
report on the earth orbiting It is called Skylab and its
Skylab project that is growing maturity one year after its parinto the nation's next big space ent project firSt landed men on
effort.
the moon is presenting the National Aeronautics and Space
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
Administration (NASA) with a Tonight thruT Twits<
UPI Space Writer
rs. Just!, PA nun
dilemma:
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. (UP!)—
'1414111
How to keep Apollo healthy
,
41'7-,
• A BLAKE KDINPW01
The Space Agency is taking and yet support the growing
whatonce was a neglected child )ffspring that shows such a JULLIs Alv
oSON
bright future?
The problem is there are not
enough Saturn 5 rockets to
Launch the six remaining moon
missions and more than the one
Skylab now planned for launch
in 1972. The Saturn 5 production line has been shut down as
an economy move and NASA
Maybe num can control his does not have enough money to
uncireamed.of
4.body to an
resume building the big boostpeeers.
have Space station officials
Recent experiments
want to
produced extraordinary results. 3roceed with
a second, more
At Rockefeller University in sophisticated
Skylab in late
New York, for example, Dr
1974 and then turn to a larger
Neal Miller and his associates
have trained rats to regulate a station that could be launched
SA) I
A PAKA ROUST PICTURE
whole series of visceral funct- when the nation is celebrating
SUGGESTED
ts
anniversary
4100th
MA
in
1976.
ions not previously thought to
SENDIALMIDIEKES
be under voluntary control. To To do that, NASA would have
uvuuvu
raise or lower the amount of ,o take Saturns from Project
kpollo
at the expense of one
blood flowing to their stomach
walls. To boost or limit the a- Lunar landing per Saturn. Such
mount of their gastric 'scre- a move is under consideration.
am. To increase or decrease "That's part of the tradeoff,"
the rate of urine formation. To said Skylab Project Manager
raise or lower their blood pres- William C. Schneider. "Is Skylab worth the price of one lunar
sure.
c______
!
009,R29,2,,25,72gRA,;,;g9,2(<
Now at Baltimore City Hos- landing? The agency and the •0
pital, humans have base train. nation haven't made that deci- (WW1 7 p.m. Mon. the Pei.)(
)(
c
1 pan. Sat. A Um,
ed to raise their blood pressurat sion yet."
etfinistsrstststsnesrseseSAFIc
and drastically modify the He called Skylab "a bridge to
Tonight thru
rhythm of their heartbeat. Just the future," a rudimentary
sivey uu IL 15 WI'march- earth orbital tatform designed'
liassei in The Ch
01
POOR
DC
ing of a mystery, even to the to lead the way toward large, 0(1
DC
researchers. Some
patienta almost permanent stations hous- 0(
Dc
Di
claim they accomplish the ing six to 12 men. These, in the 01
DC
0(
changes by deep breathing. But eyes of NASA planners, would 0(
peace emerging in the long run.
Oc
Dr. Miller is not convinced of develop into space bases of
Those views seemed
at
50
that explanation.
variance with President Nixon's
CDC
to 100 men.
Oc
At any rate, Dr. Miller be "With Skylab,
recent assertion that prospects
we are not Oc
heves this may be just the be- concerned primarily
Oc
of a negotiated peace settlewith flying CC
ginning of sonic exciting de- a
ment had been enhanced.
spacecraft," said Dr. Eber- CC
velopments.
He
thinks
might
it
Last Wednesday Rogers did
hard F. M. Rees, director of
be possible to exercise willful the
some fancy footwork, apparentMarshall Space Flight Cen- 0
°8CC WOW GEM& PICHIEKS MOBS
control
over
a
host
bodily
of
ly to get his gloomy position
ter here where the laboratory is gc
functions
regulate
and
them as
JAinc
ES STEWART
more in line with the White
OC
a symphony conductor directs being developed.
oc HENRY FONDA
House. President Nixon was
"We
are
concerned
with
the
oc
his orchestra, signaling softer
reported to have telephoned
tones from some sections and ,mportant aims of living and cc
oc
him afterwards to congratulate
working
2
us
earth
orbit
and
Cona faster tempo elsewhere.
cc
him.
Viaeral learning may utimte- iucting the experiments that
0
What Rogers did was make
ly mean that man can use his will lead eventually to many
an -impromptu appearance at
gc THE CHEYENNE
mind to conquer many of the benefits on earth."
0c
the daily mid-day State Departillneseess of his body, says Dr. The first Skylab is being oc
SOCIAL CL1.113
,,,
„..
))';
ment briefing for reporters to
equipped to support three astro- 0
WINN R in a •ree-Way Miller.
tlit WEST WAS
explain that while he believed
nauts
for
up
to
eight
.oc
weeks
at
meantime,
however,
Ln the
transwei
immediate prospects for negoti- race for the Democratic you can find out more abo a time to see how well man ckc wow
OC
ations in the next several senatorial nomination in one of your vital organs -- can live and work productively 00Lisd
months were "not too bright" the Virginia primary is your lungs — and how they in the weightless environment of
there still existed a ''reasonable liberal George Rawlings. function by checking with your Ware.
prospect" for a
peaceful Rawlings,,4, is a Fred- tuberculosis and respiratory
settlement in the long run.
ericksburg attorney.
disease association.

Control Of
Blood Flow
Expanded
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Atta boy . . . you're breaking out of
your slump'
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Washington
Window

By NICHOLAS DANILOFF
WASHINGTON (UPI) —WilThe mercy of the Lard Iron everlasting to everlasting epee liam P. Rogers has recently
them that fear him, aadligiidImmesie children's children.— seemed to be out of step with
the Nixon administration on
Psalm Y13:17.
But we can stop the heritage in one generation by turning aside to foreign policy in spite of White
House insistence that unanimity
to selfish and sensual living.
exists.
At the State Department
tucky's average rate of decline
itself, some middle-level, career
has been 3.7 percent
One thing appears certain - foreign service officers say
eradication of TB is going to privately that Rogers is not
require extra effort on the haying a strong influence on
of not only health author- foreign policy. But Rogers'
The decade between 111111 Wei but the average citiaeri. It close aides say he has close
imperative that individuals contact with President Nixon
•? Inscl 1970 should have been a
decisive one for tubertulone take upon themselves the re and has an easy working
:antral. This was the decade in sponsibility for getting an an- relationship with Henry A.
which it wax anticipated that nual TB Check-up in the form Kissinger, presidential adviser
tuberculosis cases in the Unit- of a cheat x-ray or a tubercu- on national security affairs.
The White House has denied
ed States would drop to a case lin test; that they support actirate of not more than 10 per vities of the health department that there is any rift between
and TB and RD Associations the secretary and the White
100,000 population.
However, recent figures re- which are aimed at eradicating House on the formulation of
leased by the National TB and TB, and that they be fully a- policy. White House Press
Respiratory Diaeese Associa- ware that TB still is a formid- Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
tion show that .e
te BOB able problem and should not sai
appro ,,a •"l •
wrong o raw a cone talon
eases per 100,000 population. Thus, minor importance in public that there is lack of unanimity
the target, established by TB health.
in
this
administration
on
For information about TB, 'foreign policy."
and health authorities in 1950,
emphysema and other respie The indication that there was
has not been attained.
The average annual decline atory disease contact your TB a lack of unanimity—Ziegler's
of 10 percent or more between and RD Association, P.O. Box comments not withstanding—
Kentucky, grew out of a radio
1960 and 1969 was recorded MOS, Louisville,
interview
only in Alaska and Ohio. Ken- 4020(1.
which Rogers gave in London to
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
as he was winding up a
globecircling trip, mostly to

TB Target
Is Notietet

3nd

"Fountain of Love"_
STARTS THURSDAY *
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KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
YOUR
AUG. 20-29 ORDER
RESERVE
TICKETS NOW!

WORLD WEEK
TR")
,

ADULTS SAVE 50g ON OUTSIDE
GATE ADMISSION TICKETS •
When you order your special
event reserved seat tickets in
advance, the outside gate admission ticket may be purchased for
75c. (Admission at gate is $1.75.)

-111111* Rey Clark

VA AN.

MIE11041V. KOSYGGI, rlla
RE ELICTED AT SUPREPAI
SOVIET MOSCOW AIRE

Charley Pride

Ihn coupe" as Whet owJef Tom)

CitAIAPIONSHIP RODEO
!.„-;,,,r

"%II:Or&

In this attraction will be Fesfib ii•ggeti (Ken Curtis) of "Guns/noire," limy 0160/1 end bit trained
buffet° and Elaine Kremer and her ifs
Morse mown riding exhibition
Floe
performances: Friday, August 21. 8,00
P fn. Saturday. August
3:30 and
$
H23 1,30

55141 WI AS FREIGHTER
swwws PUTS CRIMP IN
P. LAWRENCE SIAWAy

WOLK NATIONAL ASSIMItY
DIRECTS IRSOlUTION TO US
AGAINST WITHDRAWAL Of
20.000 Of 44000 TROOPS
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MAKERS AT
GRIPS IN
DETROIT
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CONGRIISS RILL FOR CENTURY OLD
CLAIM OF INGIANS, MINOS AND
ALEUTS IN AL•SRA PASSIFS SENATE
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RA S ATLANTIC VOYAGE
MOROCCO TO LARRADOS
IS MORN(' IIGYPTIANS
COULD HAVE 00141 IT
LONG BEFORE COLUMIUS

iSRAILIS THINK
DAILY AM HITS
ALONG WU CUT
DOWN EGYPT'S
MISSILE FINING

Sap fillenev—Save me.
Get getter Seete—avele tong Linea
tweeted geiteeistiplee; rages tS,
red See a.
Adults $400
$3 00 Now law

1:00

$2 00 :] • ......
Child,., 12 & und•f u, price
Matinee r] brining ,

STARS OF HEE HAW
Ss° Ht.
,' %icy-04
,
CW a:flit:4M as Aoi
Verb, Mary Taylor, Hank Thompson.
Archie Ca,npb.11 and Grandpa -Jones
teem OF with their country burner.
Saturday, Aug 29, 3 30 & 5 DO p m

Er'st.so "" kis
"
t1.50
II
iMer
rl (mans
WORLD
'
S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE
SHOW
Fittest U.S. Shaw HersisCimpeting fee over $100.000.
Aug. 26, 7 30 p.M.
How Many Aug. 28, 730 PM. How Many
Res Seats $2 4017
Res Seats $2.50
Aug. 27, 730 P.M.
How Many Aug. 29, 730 PM. How Many
Res. Seats $2.50
. . . Res. Seats $4.000
$3500
r•
(Outifde gate ticket included in price for Horse Show)
SHOW
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Sc HOG He's a fine singer end a

N SAIGON, GIN WESTmOSILAND
SAYS AUJID CAMOCKNA THRUST
ROSSED FOR Of "Amur To MOUNT
MAJOR THRUST IN SOUTHERN HALF
Of TI41 WAR 1010 IN VIETNAM

YET•KANO MERRY
CHIEF FAKORS
WOOING TROOPS
INTO CAMOODIA
AniwwwwwwriaimmiWg

DEADLIEST
CYCLE WAR
ever waged!

ATAiree- -ey

In the broadcast, Rogers was
pessimistic about prospects of a
negotiated peace settlement in
Vietnam; he suggested that the
U. S. intervention in Cambodia
had resulted in increased Red
Chinese influence in North
Vietnam against negotiations,
and he foresaw the possibility
of a period of no-war-and-no-

BEARDED CHAillES MANSON, 35, and (from left) Su.11 Atkins. Leslie Van Houton and Patricia Krenwinkel
are the co-411denclants in the Tate-LaBianca murder ti ial
-An Last-.41imilteirs. 11 took a mopth to get iijury.
. •

AlGLORY
L STOMPERS
• ...in the
•

M11111TUIRS TIME St
TIN MILS

THE WILD
ANGELS
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Asia.

I

* ENDS TONIGHT
"The Babysitter"

MURRAY

Send tickets Mt

$3.00

C hildren 12 &
Matinee
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Mean Order Ist
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Pete Story, Ch
JP Junior Cha
Almo, Ky.,
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Foust, Calvert
the event, the
Mike Bradford

Umpire!
In Bost
GOe

By VITO SI
UPI Sports
Earl Weaver is
believe it but
DiMuro admitte(
mistake Tuesday
DiMuro, the un
involved in the
hassle with Wea
"shoe polish" inci
a call on a left
by Carl Yastrzems
Park from..a daub
aftif -dotifintIng
umpire, Hank
California-Boston
California won t
6, but the umpire
the attention.
thought Enunett
out winning pi
Wright —but it t
didn't. Wright's
Ken Tatum, say
with four inning:
relief and hit a tti
.ao cap a five
inning.
When Ashford
after the game w
Wright, Ashford c
and picked up the
umpires' quarter
Wright in the An
room.
Gets Straight
"Did I say I thr
the game," A:
Wright answered,
that. Ashford sal
this perfectly cl
throw you out. I
pitch." Wright ar
you didn't throw
told me to pitch.
Ashford expla
were stalling an
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stake, National Fl
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will
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Turcotte Ha
Triple — Ac
ny United Press
Ron 'Turcotte ci
triple at Aqued
including victory
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bay _filly, uncle
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in the six-furloi
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-True was second
$2 40 and Meritut
show.
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Clemente To
Be Honored
Friday Night

Major League
Leaders
National League
G. AB R. H. Pct.
Carty, All
88 316 67 114 .361
Clmnte, Pit
78 303 43 106 .350
Perez, CM
95 354 74 123 .347
Hickmn, Chi 82 287 60 97 .338
Dietz, SF
82 282 48 94 .333
Gaston, SD
90 361 54 120 .332
Grbkwtz, LA 89 301 58 99.329
Rose, Cm
92 370 68 119 .322
Willrns, Chi 92 367 84 118 .322
Menke, Hou 90 337 46 107 .318

Gomez Draws Wrath Of
10,000 Fans When He
Puts In Pinch Hitter

PITTSBURGH ; UPI)
Roberto Clemente, who owns
the highest career batting
average, .314, of all active
major league players, will be
honored Friday with a "night"
for him at Three Rivers
By STU CAMEN
Stadium.
UPI Sports Writer
Cleof
Representatives
San Diego Padres' Manager
JP SKEET CHAMPS - The shooters in the
High Overall Champion; ishd the
mente's home town, Carolina,
Preston Gomez incurred the
picture won top spots in the annual Jackson
husband-wife team of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Puerto Rico, will join local
American League
wrath of some 10,000 fans
Purchase Open Skeet Championships held
Snow of Calvert city. Tommy took several
officials in paying tribute to the
G. AB R. H. Pet.
Tuesday night when he lifted
over the weekend at the JP Gun Club. Top
prizes in various *vents, while Mrs. Snow
batfour-time National League
F.Rtinsn, Bal 79 296 57 97 .328
pitcher Clay Kirby for a pinch
winners are pictured as follows: lift to right,
won the JP Ladies Championship. Other top
ting champion who is making a Harpr, MU
89 366 67 118 .322
hitter in the bottom of the
Pete Story, Charleston, Mo., winner of the
winners not picturat. Included Senior
strong bid for a fifth title.
Aprcio, Chi
90 357 63 115 .322
eighth inning. What made
JP Junior Champion trophy; Lilbum Hale,
Champion Al Lindsay, Sr., of Mayfield
Clemente, in his 16th season Johnsn, Cal 93 371 49 119 .321
Gomez' move so unpopular was
Alma, Ky., winner of the Mayfield
•Sub-Senior Champ Ralph Hughes of
Pirates,
with the Pittsburgh
Oliva, Min
85 349 61 112 .321
the fact Kirby was working on
Messenger's Sportsmanship Trophy; Jerry
Paducah, and JP Club Champion Dr. R. L
was batting .350 through games Killbrw, Min 87 300 59 96 .320
a no hitter against the New
Foust, Calvert City, winner of top prize in
Colley of Mayfield.
of last Sunday. The Pirates Tovar, Min
88 361 75 114 .316
York Mets but found himself on
the event, the High Overall Championship;
photo by Wendell Givens
fact Houston Friday night at Horton, Det 92 356 53 112 .315 PHILADELPHIA (UPI) the short end of a 1-0 score,
Mike Bradford, Paducah, runnerup to the
probably
will
George
Foreman
8:05 p.m. EDT.
Cater, NY
92 355 45 112 .315
Major League Standings
necessitating, in Gomez' mind,
"I am delighted that Roberto Powll, Bal • 94 336 56 106 .315 be an underdog for the first By United Press International the need for a pinch hitter.
--next
time in his career for his
is being honored in this way,"
National League
Gomez sent Clarence Gaston
fight against George Chuvalo,
L. Brown, the
Joe
said
Home Runs
East
up to hit for Kirby amid a
Pittsburgh general manager. National League: Perez, Cin but today he feels like a
W. L Pct. GB chorus of boos and catcalls
winner.
ballplayer,
complete
"He is the
30; Bench, Cin 28; Williams,
52 43 .547 ... from the crowd and the fans'
Pittsburgh
Foreman New York
21-year-old
the most exciting athlete I have Chi and Allen, St.L 26; H. The
50 43 .538 1 vocal disapproval grew loll*
hardly had time Monday night Chicago
ever seen perform, and one Aaron, Atl 25.
46 46 .500 414 when Gaston struck out to end,
FLEMINGTON, N.J. (UPI)
surly destined for baseball's
American League: Killebrew, to tune up for his Aug. 4 bout Philadelphia
42 50 .457 814 the inning.
-Drivers Ken Rush and Stan
Hall of Fame."
Minn 29; Powell, Bait, Yas- with Chuvalo in New York's St. Louis
41 52 .441 10
The Mets proceeded to get
Starr Jr. were both reported in
when
Madison
Square
Garden
County
Civic
Allegheny
The
trzernski, Bos and Howard,
Montreal
40 54 .426 1112 their only three hits and two
"serious- condition at the
knocked
out
Roger
Russell
he
Sportsmen's Association helped Wash 25; Harper, Mil 19.
West
more runs off reliever Jack
Hunterdon County Medical Cenin one round. It was Foreman's
irganize Clemente Night and
W. L. Pet. GB Baldschun in the ninth to wrap:
today with injuries received
21st consecutive victory and Cincinnati
many other groups and indivi67 28 .705
up a 3-0 victory which move*
in a wreck Tuesday night in a
18th kayo.
Runs Batted In
and told them to throw the ball. Nascar 200-lap Grand American ivals since have joined.
By VITO STELLINO
Los Angeles
54 39 .58112 them within one game of firstRussell,
who
has
six
straight
from
dignitaries
Among the
I didn't throw him out."
National League: Perez, Cin
UPI Sports Writer
Atlanta
48 47 .49520 place Pittsburgh in the National,
auto race at _Flemington Fair
Elsewhere in the American
Earl Weaver is oot
Rico scheduled to attend 93; Williams, Chi and Bench, losses over the lasktwo and a San Francisco
44 47 .4 League's East Division.
Grounds . •,
believe it but Umpire Lou League,'Baltimore beat Kansas The wreck occutred midwa
representative of Gov. Luis Cin 83; Dietz, SF 81; H. Aaron, half years and An overall Houston
1
2 "I was a little surprised,"
--4r
63 .436 25/
record of 11-8-2, would probably San Diego
AU 78.
DiMuro admitted he made a City, 2-1, Detroit topped Minne- through the race, which was A. Ferre.
38 59 .39230 Kirby admitted. -He's the
sota, 5-2, Chicago edged Cleve- won by Tony Lund of Cross
Clemente has asked that in
American League: Powell, like to forget the evening if he
mistake Tuesday night.
Tuesday's Results
manager and he made his
DiMuro, the umpire who got land, 5-3, New York beat S.C. in a Camaro. Lund gained lieu of cash gifts in his behalf, Balt 79; Killebrew, Minn 77; could remember it. Foreman Cincinnati 6 St. Louis 5
decision. It was a tough
23-year-old
knocked
down
the
involved in the World Series Milwaukee, 4-2, and Oakland the lead when Jim Paschal'E donations be made to the Howard, Wash 69; Horton Det
Phila 9 San Francisco 6
decision to make. I'll have a lot
Children's Hospital in Pit- 58; Petrocelli, Bas and Oliva, Russell midway through the Houston 3 Pittsburgh 1
hassle with Weaver over the blanked Washington, 4-0.
more chances to throw a no- .
Javelin was damaged in the
first round. Russell got up but Chicago 8 Atlanta 2
"shoe polish" incident, changed In the National League, crash that injured Rush and tsburgh.
Minn 65.
hitter. I would rather have won
was trapped in a corner and New York 3 San Diego 0
By the end of the season,
a call on a left field drive hit Cincinnati nipped St. Louis, 6-5, Starr. Paschal had to have his
Pitching
the game than thrown a noNational League: Merritt, Cm went down again just before the Montreal 5 Los Ang 2
by Carl Yastrzemski at Fenway Houston edged Pittsburgh, 3-1, car repaired during the caution Clemente will have played in
hitter."
referee
stepped
in
to
halt
tbe
lviejpbia ,.beat _San Francis- aps hut still finishad &wend- • . more games and been at bat 15-7; Seaver, NY 14-5; Perry,
Park from a double to .a homer
Today's
Probable Pitchers--- The Mets gained ground as
more times than any player in SP 14:8; Simps'on,-Cui"13-1;
'alter consulting with another ca-, N • New York.-blanked- San Rah, ffOtrt Wrgirfoint;
(All Times EDT)
Houston beat Pittsburgh, 3-1,
that he Philadelphia Bunmng.744- while' in other -NI_
umpire, Hank Soar, in the Diego 3-0, Chicago drubbed was treated for internal inju- Pittsburgh' fifstorY except 'Hall i'folltri;
-and-flibsort,--&-.L-said
Russell,
who
ever
hit
me,"
Montreal
beat
of
Famer
Honus
Wagner.
He
is
8-2,
and
Atlanta,
12-6.
Morton,
MO
California-Boston clash.
4;
San Francisco (Perry 14-8), 4 Montreal topped Los Angeles, 5ries, and Starr, of Madison,
only
188
pounds p.m.
one of a select group of major
American League: McDowell, weighed
California won the contest, 10- Los Angeles, 5-2.
2, Chicago tripped Atlanta, 8-2,
Tenn., suffered an injured leg.
compared
to
220
for
Foreman.
leaguers with 150 three-base Clev 14-4; Wright, Cal 14-6;
McLain Finally Wins
6, but the umpires got most of
Cincinnati (Merritt 15-7) at Cincinnati edged St. Louis, 6-5,
hits. Only Ralph Kiner, among Perry, Minn 14-7; Cuellar, Balt "I always start slow and I was Chicago (Hands 11-7), 2:30 p.m. and Philadelphia outslugged
the attention. Both teams Denny McLain (remember
Pirates' players, hit more home 13-5; Palmer, Balt 13-6; Hunter, just warming up for the second Atlanta (Stone 7-6) at Pit- San Francisco, 9-6.
thought Emmett Ashford threw him?) finally won a game. It
round. It seemed like he pushed tsburgh (Dal Canton 4-1),
runs.
out winning pitcher Clyde was the first win of 1970 for the
Oak 13-8.
In the American League, New
me. The next thing I remem- p.m.
Wright -but it turned out he pitcher who won 55 the last two
York downed Milwaukee, 4-2,
corner
ber,
I
was
sitting
in
my
didn't. Wright's replacement, years. In his sixth start since
Montreal 1McGinn 6-61 at Los t California beat Boston. 0-6
and they were taking off my Angeles (Osteen 11-7), 11 p.m Chicago topped Cleveland, 5-3,
Ken Tatum, saved the game his suspension, he lasted until
gloves."
with four innings of three-hit the eighth inning when Cesar
New York (Seaver 14-5) a Baltimore shaded Kansas City,
"It was hardly long enough to San Diego Wilson 0-1), 10:30 2-1, Oakland shutout Washingrelief and hit a three-run homer Tovar hit him on the shin with
be
a
tuneup,"
Foreman
said.
Detroit
drive,
McLain
led
„to cap a five-run seventh a line
p.m.
ton, 4-0, and Detroit downed
past 'Minnesota.
inning.
Mackey ,was asked one fina -But I wanted to get him out Houston (Dierker 9-8) at St. Minnesota, 5-2.
By MILTON RICHMAN
--fiee
Pa.(um,
LIGONIEft,
When Ashford was asked
question. Did he think the early. Any man is dangerous as Louis (Briles 2-2), 9 p.m.
Doug Rader's two-run single
UPI Sports Writer
long as he's on his feet."
after the game why he ejected
Roy White scored the tic- Trevino has changed his mind
deadlock
could
be
resolved?
Thursday's
Games
in
the first hating and Jesus
NEW
YORK
(UPI)
-John
again
and
will
play
in the
Chuvalo
Wright, Ashford denied he had breaking run in the sixth inning
"I think it can be," he said. "If George beats
Cincinnati at Chicago
Alou's first homer in the fifth
and picked up the phone in the on a wild pitch by Skip National PGA Four-Ball tour- Mackey has this terrible feeling
a lot of
pr.nbably
be
will
there
John Mackey has been a
Atlanta at Pitts, night
paced Houston polt Pittsburgh.
of frustration.
umpires' quarters and called Lockwood to spark New York nament. opening Thursday at
people wanting him to fight Houston at St. Louis, night
Don Wilson with ninth-inning
He feels as if he's way down player rep only four years. He
Foreman's manWright in the Angels' dressing past Milwaukee. Stan Bahnsen Laurel Valley Golf Club.
said
Frazier,"
relief from Jim Ray and Ron
Trevino sent word Monday in some bottomless Well holler- has learnd a lot in a short time. ager, Dick Sadler. "But Frazier (only games scheduled f
room.
got the win.
Cook, won his fourth game
ing for help and every time he
from
El
Paso,
Tex..
that
family
Gets Straightened Out
Gail Hopkins drove in the tieis still a long way off."
while Pirate rookie Jim Nelson
hollers he never gets an
"Did I say I threw you out of breaking run with a single in a ?roblems, which forced him to
American League
Sporis
Weekend
was saddled with his first loss
answer.
the game," Ashford said. two-run fifth innin_g and added withdraw from the Philadelphia
East
after four victories.
Primarily. Mackey is a tight
Wright answered, "I didn't say a sacrifice fly in a.two-run Classielast week, would keep
W. L. Pet. GB Winning pitcher Carl Morton,
end with the Baltimore Colts,
Summary
that. Ashford said, "Let's get seventh as Chicago beat Cleve- hlip'away. However, Tuesday,
Baltimore
58 36 .617
a converted outfielder, slugged
and secondarily he's president
,
ytevino
sent
tournament
offithis perfectly clear, I didn't land.
Detroit
53 39 .576 4 a two-run homer i_nd teamof
the
NFL
Players
Association,
Summary
Weekend
Sports
cials another note saying he
throw you out. I just toldyou to Sal Bando tripled in a four
New York
51 42 .548 61
/
2 mates Ron Fairly and Rusty
only right now his second job is By United Press International
pitch." Wright answered, "No,, inning run and scored on ,J2ron and Jess Whittenton would
47 44 .516 Pt Staub contributed bacs-to-back
Boston
taking
precedence
over
his
first
Saturday
you didn't throw me out, you Mincher's sacrifice fly
/rt /lead participate in the four-day
Washington
43 52 .457 15 homers in helping Montreal
because he's the spokesman, SAN FRANCISCO (UP!).
told me to pitch."
Oakland past Washing . Die- event.
42 50 ..457 15 past Los Angeles.
Cleveland
and an effective one, too, for all Willie Mays of the San Francisco
With
the
addition
of
Trevino
Ashford explained, "They go Segui and Paul, indblad
West
Ferguson Jenkins helped his
the players in their show of Giants became the 10th major
were stalling and I went out combined on the/r-hit shutout. and Whittenton, this meant 15
W. L Pct. GB own cause with a homer and
league
strength
baseball
against
the
player
to
owners_
attain
other teams would be forced to
57
31
.648
Minnesota
batterymate Randy Hundley
qualify for the tournament The thing that frustrates the 3,000-hit plateau when he
California
56 37 .602 314 also connected for the Cubs as
since 45 teains had been Mackey so much is that the reached base with a setond-ning The Tigers edged the Pirates Oakland
50 44 .532 10 Chicago beat Atlanta in a game
players keep setting forth their single against the Montreal and the Giants beat the Braves in
invited.
34 58 .370 25 delayed five times by rain.
re
.4pd tl;e owjago lterp_Expos. _
action in the Murray Colt League Kansas City
„goisigoilo
9' Fe .,417•11144
10/11-stillee.
ti8IFIRT"-rwszrun lints
Hat
on
Englandlasr
night.
ignoring
them.
This
BRADS
HATCH
Tuesday at the Oakmont and
33 63 .344 28 , in the seventh inning snapped a
Chicago
Pittsburgh Field Club courses. has produced a stalemate which (UPI)--Jochen Rindt of Austria
Tuesday's Results
4-4 tie and gave Cincinnati a
Qualifiers
Tuesday
and has resulted in a lockout of all won the British Grand Prix The opening game looked like a Baltimore 2 Kan City 1
three-game sweep of its series
players, except the rookies, at auto race and took the lead in run-away for the Tigers as they
scores:
NEW YORK (UPI) -With the attorneys for the Players
with the rapidly sinking Cardinled the Pirates 5-1 after five in- Deft-off 5 Minnesota 2
The world drivers standings..
Pittstitrrgirirktltrehrt2=1311Ty the-N---trwining camps.
tlItrrtillege Att-Star
Association.
als. Reliever Clay Carroll
No
One
Answers
nings of play. Two of the Tiger's Chicago 5 Cleveland 3
Maxwell-John
Schlee
60;
Joel
stake, National Football League
Oakland
4
Washington
0
Unless the dispute is settled
received credit for his seventh
Toscano "We have offered to let the INGLEWOOD, Calif. (UPI)- five runs came when Charles New York 4 Milwaukee 2
will
decide
today by Saturday, Coach Hank GoISTRAND+Harry
owners
win. Cardinal starter Steve
cornrrunission (Pete Rozelle be Fast Fellow won the $163,900 Robinson slugged a home run, his
whether to attend a meeting of Strarri has said his world 64; Gene Ferrell-Dick Carmody
California 10 Boston 6
suffered
his
13th
Carlton
the
final
arbiter
have
but
we
season,
over
the
fence
third
of
the
at
HolJuvenile
Championship
66;
Bill
Lively-John
Lively
66;
the Meditation and Conciliation champion Kansas eity Chiefs
Today's Probable Pitchers - setback.
gotten
no
answer,"
Makey
says.
right-center.
in
lywood
head
and
Park
by
a
Service in Washington tonight will not be able to play the Roy Pace-Rocky Thompson 66;
(All Times EDT)
Philadelphia tallied four un-We have submitted other earned first-place- money of
in an effort to hammer out a collegians in the charity game Bob Bayne-Les Peterson 66;
Baltimore (McNally 12-7) at earned runs off one-time San
proposals
to
have
which
there
$106,400 for owner Velma The Pirates broke the game Kansas City (Butler 3-9), 8:30
Howell-Fraser-Steve Opperman
solution to stalled contract at Chicago on July 31.
Francisco ace Juan Marichal in
been no answer. Basically, this Morrison.
wide open when they exploded for p.m.
•
negotiations with the Players
The 1,250 veteran players in 67.
beating the Giants. Deron
whole thing is over the pension
six
big
runs
on
five
hits
in
the
top,
Oakmont
Club-Ken
EllsAssociation.
Detroit ( Lolich 9-10) at Johnson slammed his 19th
the Players Association have
fund.
We're
owners
asking
the
sixth
to
go
in
front,
7-6,./
of
-the
worth-Jerry
Heard .46; Here
Representatives for the Play- been working out in unofficial
to improve the structure of the HOUSTON (UPI)-Joe Pepi- The Pirates held on unt)1he Minnesota (Perry 14-'7 or Hall homer for the Phils and Rick
ers. Association, including Pres- practice sessions. However, Hooper-Wilf Hornenuik 67; MonWise gained his eighth victory
players' fund and the level of tone said he would appeal a last of the seventh wheii "Tiger 5-3), 9 p.m.
ident John Mackey of the they, have said they will not ty Kaser-Rieves McBee 67;
benefits
so as to bring it on a $250 fine levied by Houston catcher Stanley King 'tied the Chicago (Hnrlen 5-13) at
7/Baltimore Colts, are already in report to their training camps Tom Aycock-Joe Cardenas 67;
par with those in other sports. Astro Manager Harry Walker. score by driving in two runs on a Cleveland (-Hand 3-8), 7:30 p.m.
,
4 Washington for the meeting.
Oakland (Hunter 13-8) at
until the contract is signed. The Gordon Jones-Jack Lewis 68; They say the revenue from TV Pepitone said he missed an
single. King scored on a wild Washington (Cox 5-7), 7:30 p.m. Follows his number
Jerry
Abbott-Dick
Rhyan 68;
"It is our belief that a third owners, in turn, have barred
Astro workout because of an
keep
cannot
be
to
expected
final
score
8-7,
to
make
the
pitch
(UPI)-Hank
ATLANTA
party to the negotiations might them from attending workouts. Bobby Cole-John Levirison 69;
Kilwaukee (Bolin 2-7 or
going up forever. Okay. We've injury.
Tigers.
Braves,
Atlanta
Dave
Eithelberger-J,
Aaron
of
the
C.
Goosie
find some thread of common
York
5-12)
at
New
Brabender
The players have given six
Sunday
taken that-Into consideration.
No. 14, has hit 44 homers
agreement so a quicker settle- contract proposals
p.m.
(Stottlemyre
9-8)
2
to
the 69.
we've
reduced our requests other
ment can be made," said one of owners, each time agreeing to
The second game was a
California (Bradley 0-1 and during a season four times in
than the one involving the pen- ...WASHINGTON (UP!)-Cliff
in Queen 1-2) at Boston (Siebert 9- his career.
but
innings
for
414
tie
scoreless
settle for less money. However,
sion, but the problem we've had Richey scored a decisive 7-5, 6*
the Giants Sand Peters 7-8), 2, 1:30 & 7:30
the two sides are still $11.4
,6-I victory over Arthur Ashe the last of the fifth,
is that no one has answered.
Mike
when
runs
Olvo
up
picked
p.m. - -million
ape
pension
Win the $35,000 Washington
Real valuable
borne on
Thundsy's Games
provisions in the contract. .
r International tennis 9barn- Cathey was driven
Did it ever strike the players
NEW
YORK
(UPI)
-Three
first
BOSTON(UPI)-Bill Russell,
and
single
Brown Crouch's
Bait at Kan City, night
If the players and owners
that maybe they were being pionships.
former Boston Celtics'star, was
baseman Rodney Stations, who Detroit at Minn, night
continue deadlocked, football _mem ingluding...former middle- unreasonable in their demands?
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Miss Sherla Jane Overcast Married To
Underwood In Candlelight
Mr and Mrs Gene Whitehead John Erwin
of Warrensburg, Mo., visited with
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ross on Ceremony At Mason's Chapel Church

LaFollette Home Is
Scene Of Alice
Waters Meeting

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Jew

PERSONALS

Monday. They were traveling
The Alice Waters Circle of the through Murray after a camping
WSCS of the First United trip in Arkansas and Tennessee.
Methodist Church met in the
home of Mrs. A. C. LaFollette on
Mr and Mrs. Willie Jackson
July 14, at 9:30 in the morning. and children, Karen and Wayne,
Mrs. Heron West opened the have returned home after
program with a devotional, and spending two weeks at Norfolk,
introduced the special speaker, Va., where Mr. Jackson was in
Mrs. Justice Stuart, who Army School.
presented a most interesting and
enlightening talk on "The KenMrs. J. E. Oliver of Drew,
tucky Mountain Mission."
Miss., was a recent weekend
Mrs. W. E. Moffett, circle visitor of Mrs. Gladys Faries,
chairman, presided at the North 5th Street, Murray.
business session. The minutes
were read by the secretary, Mrs.
A. M. Alexander, and the
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Bryan Tolley in the absence
of the regular treasurer. Also a
report was given by the sunshine
chairman, Mrs. Haron West.
Announcements were made of
the Mountain Mission truck to be
at the church on Tuesday, July - Mrs. WAJ Fanner was the
21, and the School of Misse3ns to program Moder at the mission
be held in Jackson, Tennessee, study meeting held by the
August first through the seventh. Woman's Missionary Society of
The group was also informed that the Elm Grove Baptist Church on
the next general meeting will bea Wednesday, July 15, at sevenworkshop on programs con- thirty o'clock in the evening at
ducted by Mrs. Wayne Lamb on the church.
"Prophetic Voices" was the
September 10.
Mrs. Don
given by
Robinson presented a short ar- subject of the program
ticle from the magazine Mrs. Farmer, Mrs. Charles
Burkeen, Mrs. Rupert Emerson,
and Mrs. Robert Weston.
During the social hour refresh- Mrs. Wilbur Weston gave the
ments were served by the call to prayer and scripture
hostess, Mrs. LaFollette, to the reading from Jeremiah 3:12-72.
thirteen members present and Mrs. George Cossey led the
five guests; Mrs. Stuart, Mrs. closing prayer.
John Irvan, Mrs. William BritOther members present were
ton, Mrs. Willard Alford, and Mrs. Walton Fulkerson, Mrs.
Mrs. George Boyd of McKenzie, Harry Shekell, Mrs. Keys Keel,
Tennessee.
Mrs. Aubrey Cook, Mrs. Mason
The August meeting will be Thomas, and Mrs. James
with Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft at 105
land. Miss Darlene Reedy, a
North IfIth Street.
YMA member, was a visitor.

Mrs. W. A. Farmer
Program Leader At
Elm Grove Meeting

.....WedeVows Are EiCtialligg By 16:anie
Diuguid And David Earl McKee In Lovely
Ceremony At The West Murray Church
The lovely wedding of Miss table, which featured silver
Jeanie Diuguid,older daughter of appointments and candelabra
Mr. and Mrs, James E. Diuguid arranged with white baby mums.
to David Earl McKee, son of Mr. fern and green velvet ribbon.
and Mrs. Aude McKee, was The wedding cake was white 3solemnized on Friday, June 26 at tiers on columns decorated with
the West Murray Church of yellow rosebuds and green leaves
Christ.
The double ring topped with miniature bride and
ceremony at four-thirty o'clock in groom. A large urn of white stock
the afternoon was performed by and white roses in a silver bowl
the groom's father.
with matching candles were used
The altar was decorated with a at other points in the living room.
large arrangement of white .Serving cake to the guests was
gladioli chrysanthemums and the bride's aunt, Mrs. B. D. Hall,
greenery. Two candelabra with and at the silver punch bowl was
burning white tapers and stands the groom's aunt, Mrs. Marshall
of ferns stood at the sides. Dennison. Friends assisting at
Family pews were marked with the reception were Mr. and Mrs.
white satin bows.
John T. Irvan, Mrs. James M.
Lassiter, Mrs. Ed West, Mrs.
Bride's Dress
A radiant bride, Miss
Frances Richey, Mrs. Jack
Diuguid was given in marriage Belote, and Mrs. Paul Fleming.
by her father. Her formal gown The bride's "going away"
of candelight organza featured a dress was dark brown linen with
fitted natural waistline and full a large beige collar with which
gathered skirt. The scalloped she wore beige kid gloves, brown
edges of the lace bodice and full alligator shoes and bag. Her
sleeves were marked with seed mother's corsage was pinned at
pearls. The Sabrina neckline her shoulder.
dipped to a V in back with closing Mrs. James Diuguid chose for
of tiny covered buttons. Ap- her daughter's wedding an aqua
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Adams-Ralph

Mr. And Mrs: John Erwin Underwood
Jane

Overcast grodtn wore a finger-length coat

became the bride of John Erwin of mint green brocade knit over a
Underwood, on Saturday, June 20 matching double knit sheath
at Mason's Chapel United dress. She elected matching
Methodist Church. Rev. James accessories.

Baker performed the double ring Grandmother of the groom,
ceretnom.; St
9-.0(filtiP. the Mrs.-Beulah- Erwin, orate a biue
evening.
crepe. _dress with. _4144_
The'Wide* Ls the daughter of cessories.
Mrs. Virginia Overcast of
Both mothers and grandmother
Buchanan, Tennessee.
The
loulder corsages of white
wore
groom is the son of Mrs. Eupal carnations.
Underwood and the late Brooks
Reception

Kenneth Killian is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
Kesterson of Benton Route Three
for their baby boy, weighing
seven pounds fifteen ounces, born
on Saturday. July 18, at 3:59 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is serving as a staff
sergeant with the U.S. Army in
Vietnam.
Grandparents are Rev. and
Mrs. A.G. Kesterson of LaCenter

The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club held its monthly
meeting at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. William
E. Moffett,
Panorama Shores, on Saturday,
July 18, at six-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
A potluck supper was served.
The ladies enjoyed a social hour
while the Shrine members
cetaigcted
their
business
meeting.
Later dancing was enjoyed by
the group with the music by
Eugene Kirk and The Country
Gentlemen.
, Attending the meeting were
Mr.and Mrs. Edsel Beal, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Dane Watkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Vanvactor, Mr. and
Mrs. Woodrow Dunn, Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
_Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie Jones, Mr. and Mrs
Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Freed
Cotham, Mr. and Mrs. John I.
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Wilson, U. Col. and Mrs. Jack
Persall, Don Robinson, and Mr
'and Mrs. Moffett.

and Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Dowdy
Miss Teressa Carol Adams
of Bentoq Route Tbree....___
Great Oandpirenti
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Adams announce the engagement andapand Mrs—Edgar Sires of Hick- proachingtnarriage
of their daughter, Teressa, to Herman Marshall
man, Mrs. George Kesterson of Ralph,son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs. Herman B. Ralph of Owensboro.
Tennessee, and Mrs. Jacob Miss
Adams is a 1970 graduate of Murray High School and plans to
Killian Shealy of Little Mountain enter Murray
State University in the fall.
S.C. A great grandmother is Mrs The groom-elect
is a senior at Murray State University majoring in
Pearl Rudd of Benton.
art.
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Miss Nancy Robbins
Honoree At Tea At
Miss Ann Dunaway I
The Holiday Inn
Honored At Shower
At Burkeen Home

WE DOZE B

"

Broil

PI

Now Has

Underwood of Hazel.
Immediately following the
Miss Eva Overcast, sister of ceremony, the guests were enThe wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 29, at the
the bride, kept the register. and tertained with a reception
Memorial Baptist Church. A reception will follow in the fellowship
in the
the guests signed with a white fellowship hall of the church.
hall of the church. No formal invitations will be sent and all friends
satin pen. The guest register Serving at the rkeption
and relatives are invited to attend.
were
table was overlaid with white net Mrs. Joe T. Rainey, Mrs.
Robert
over white satin cloth. A bud Brandon, Mrs. Bobby Nance
and
vase with two pink carnations Miss
Ruby Erwin.
accented the table.
The serving table was overlaid
A program of nuptial music with a pink cloth covered with
was presented by Mrs. J. W. pink net with a three tiered 14.
Jones, pianist, and selections wedding cake setting on a bed of The Red Room of the Holiday
We continue our study of JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES doctrine.
Inn at Murray was the setting for
WITNESS DOCTRINE SAYS: "The Scriptures, without
were sung by Mrs. Frank Coles. magnolia leaves.
Two silver a tea honoring Miss Nancy
oontradiction, show that the dead are unconscious, out of
The selections included -Walk
candelabra fronted with a Robbins of Mayfield whose
existence.'(J. F. Rutherford, RELIGION, P. 100)
Hand In Hand," "More," and
The gospel accounts of the transfiguration of Christ
"The Wedding Prayer " The magnolia bloom floating in a marriage to Joseph Wilson of Miss Ann Dunaway, bride-elect
().tatt. 17:1-5; Mk. 9:2-8; Lk. 9:28-96 show that the
crystal bowl along with a hanging Murray will be solemized August
traditional wedding marches
of Ron Hopkins, was the honoree
Scriptures do
teach

JULIA
WIGS

Searching The Truth

silver coffee urn and a crystal
were used for the processional
at a delightfully planned bridal
cut-glass punch bowl cogiReceiving the guests with Miss shower given by Mrs. Gary
and recessional.
plimented the table.
Robbins were her mother, Mrs. J.
The altar was decorated on
-ine guests were given hand- Steele Robbins of Mayfield; Mrs. Burkeen at her home at 412
each side with two candleabra made rice bags
by little Misses S. Owen Wilson, mother of the Sycamore Street, Murray, on
entwined with smilax, holding Gina Rainey
and Kristi Nance, groom-elect; and Mrs. Bishop Thursday, July 16, at seven-thirty
fourteen white burning tapers. nieces of the
o'clock in the evening.
bride.
Rappolee of Smithland, Mr.
This was centered with green
Following the reclption, the Wilson's maternal grandmother. The honoree, wearing a jersey
palms and flanked by two beauty couple left for
shift, opened her many lovely
a wedding trip to
Miss Robbins chose to wear a
baskets of white gladioli, stardust the Smoky
Mountains, with the geranium pink chiffon A-line gifts which had been placed on a
poms, bakers fern and jade. bride
wearing a two -piece knit dress featuring a high neckline table overlaid with a white cloth
Bouquets of jade and white satin dress of
centered
with
an
red, white and blue, with and long sheer sleeves banded is and
bows with long streamers
arrangement of yellow daisies.
matching accessories.
TIA
trim.
braid
beaded
a
marked the reserved:pews.
Refreshments of dainty sandMr. and Mrs. Underwood are hostesies presented her with a
Bride's Dress
wiches, cookies, and cokes
now at home on Hazel Route Two.

"that the dead are unconscious,
NOT
or out of existence." We have not space to quote these
texts, but we urge our readers to read them and then study
the comments which follow.
1) Moses and Elias had been dead for centuries, hence,
acoording to Jehovah's Witnesses, "out of existence," or
annihilated.
2) However, Moses and Elias "appeared unto them."
The word ''appeared" as used here means to "be seen."
MIS, they were visible. That does not indicate that they
were "out o f existence" as Jehovah's Witnesses teach
8) Moses and Elias not only could be seen, but "they were
talking with Jesus." (Mk.. 9:4) Jehovah's Witnesses say
'that the dead are unconscious," but the Bible shows that
Moses and Elias were talking with Jesus. Obviously,
the, were not Unconscious.

marriage by her brother-in-law,
County High School and he is
Robert Brandon III, of Martin,
employed at the Murray Division
Tennessee. She -wore a lovely
of the Tappan Company.
white bridal satin gown fashioned
Rehearsal Dinner
with an empire bodice adorned-rs. Lupe! 'Underwood,

p
his.
41141
40
Impending "decease (death) which hi should accomplish
at Jerusalem." (Lk. 9:31) They had to be conscious and
In existence to do this.
CONCLUSION: The above facts clearly show that the
Scriptures do NOT teach what Jehovah's Witnesses would
have them to teach. Unconscious men who do not even exist
couki not do what the Bible shows these men did!
Our open pulpit policy is still reserved for the Jehovah's
Witheitses if they feel we are in error, or that we are in
any way misrepresenting them. We welcome their correction
because we desire to believe, teach, and practice only the
truth iaf God's word.
Larry Ray Halley

ALLEN'S

Purp

iko

. Burin.
small matching hat of organza
a wedding gift. Corsages were, Those present or sending gifts
and net. Her accessories were
also presented to Mrs. Robbins, were Mrs. Debbie Rickman, Mrs.
bone. Mrs. Aude McKee wore a
Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. 1Rappolee, and Gail Bowman,
Mrs. Linda
celery green crepe with details of
Misses Amy and Beth Wilson. Smotherrnan, Mrs. Fay
white rosebuds and stephanotis, titt covered hireling with a
Ellis,
were
invited
to
guests
Mrs. Linda Higgins, Mrs.
framing her face. She carried a whimsey of net and flowers. Mrs. with lace, styled with a high mother of the groom, entertained The
covered
register at a round table
colonial bouquet of white roses Ed Filbeck, grandmother of the neckline. Long bishop sleeves of the wedding party
Charlotte Lamb, Miss Connie
preceding the with a white cloth embordered
and stephanotis with white satin bride was dressed in a beige rib silk organza were fitted to deep, rehearsal on June
-amity, Miss Mary Ann Melugin,
19,
at
bows
ribbon
sig
Pink
hem.
the
along
streamers.
Mrs. Beverly Hopkins, Mrs. Ann
knit with black accessories. The satin cuffs trimmed in the same o'clock in the evening at her
the
caught
in
were
rosebuds
and
Kelly Dodson, the honoree, and
Miss Nancy Diuguid was her groom's maternal grandmother, Lace as the bodice. The slightly home. Covers were laid
for white tulle that draped the sides
the hostess.
sister's maid of honor. Her long Mrs. A. U. Nunley, wore an ivory gathered skirt was adorned near twenty-two persons.
bowl
silver
in
a
roses
pink
gown of avocado green was knit dress with sheer long sleeves the bottom with lace placed Out of town guests for the and
were featured on the table. Miss
fashioned with sheer long sleeves and Mrs. 011ie McKee, paternal horizontally on the gown. The wedding were Mr. and
Mrs. Amy Wilson and Miss Beth
similar to the bride's. A set-in grandmother, was dressed in a dress was designed by the Carlos C. Erwin, and
Mr. and Wilson alternated at the register.
waist released a gathered skirt blue flowered nylon. All were groom's mother.
Mrs. James M. Fuller of
The serving table was covered
Her cathedral-length illusion
with a large inverted pleat at the presented corsages.
Lexington; Mr. and Mrs. Hobert with a white taffeta cloth overlaid
veil
was
attached
to
a
where
matching
a
wide
green
back
velvet Rice bags made of avocado net
Kinton, Belvidere New Jersey; with pleated white tulle banded in
ribbon hung to the hem. Shoes tied with blue ribbon were lace trimmed calotte. The Mrs.,Edd Rogers,
Mr. and Mrs. satin. Greenery and pink roses
bride's
bouquet was a classical
were dyed to match the dress. distributed to the wedding guests.
Jim Rogers and Miss
Saturday, July 25
caught at each corner and a
Her headpiece of green net in The rehearsal dinner was held cascade of gardenias on gar- Rogers of East St. Louis, Vicki were
Illinois; silver urn holding a Williamsburg
tiers was held by a matching flat in the home of Judge and Mrs. denia's leaves with a cathedral Mrs. Don Rogers
and Master arrangement of mixed flowers
velvet bow. Her nosegay was of Robert 0. Miller who served a strand of pearls and talkers fern. Gregory Rogers of
table. The table A dance at the Calloway Counts
The
lucky
sixpence
she
wore in Missouri. Mr. and St. Louis, centered the
white and blue tinted daisies, delicious meal to 23 members of
appointments
were in silver and Country Club for members and
Mrs.
Bobby
her
stere
was given to her by her
blue netting and green leaves the wedding party, oat-of-town
Nance, TICKAney and Kristi of the punchbowl was an heirloom those participating in the golf
with streamers of narrow blue relatives and friends otihe bridal brother-in-law, Robert Brandon. Mayfield: Mr.
tournament will be held from
and Mrs. Robert in Mr. Wilson's family.
Attending the bride as maid of
ribbon.
couple.
Brandon III, Mr.and Mrs. James Pink linen cloths covered in- nine p.m. to one a.m. Music will
Soloist for the wedding was Out-4i-town guests attending honor was her sister, Miss Verla Underwood of
Martin, Ten- dividual tables at which guests be by Reid Hale and his band.
Miss Sharon -Un- nessee;
Louis Dean Nunley of Nashville, the wedding included Mr. and Overcast.
Rev. and Mrs. John were seated. Each table held a Mr. and Mrs. Richard Orr are
derwood,
sister of the groom, Brent
Tenn.. uncle of the groom. He Mrs. B. D. Hall, Warner Robins,
Underwood of Camden, silver and crystal bud vase chairmen of the dance.
sang "Walk Hand in Hand" and Georgia; Scott Diuguid, Auburn, served as bridesmaid. The at- Tennessee; and
Raymond containing a single rose.
"Because" by D'Hardelot before Alabama, Miss Retha Profitt, tendants wore identical govrn.s of Dunavant of
Guests were received between
Millington, Tenthe ceremony and the hymn -Be LaGrange, Georgia; Mrs. Elmo light pink crepe, fashioned with nessee.
the hours of 2:30 and 4:30.
The average American now
With Us Lord" for the closing Hay, Mrs. William Russell and empire waists and accented by
Hostesses for the party were:
over one ton of wood in the
Traditional marches daughter, Susan, Memphis, white lace and pink velvet ribbon.
prayer.
uses
Mrs. Rudolph Howard, Mrs. form of paper, lumber and other
were used as sung by the Abilene Tennessee; Mrs. Sam Whitaker, Matching tiered headpieces of
Stanford Andrus, Mrs. A. A.
wood-based products each year,
Christian Choir; Lohrengrin's Miss Ann and Harbour Whitaker, silk illusion were attached to Dior
.erty, Mrs. Morris Flaecum, reports the Southern Forest
Merch"
nrid Marlee'Oislahoma; Mr. and Mrs. bows. They ca, ied a frilled lace,
"WeeAing
Fregk Ryan, Mrs. Bob
Mrs.
Institute. The growing of one ton
"Recessional" by MendoLssohn. Seth Stewart, Burns, Tennessee; French hand bouquet of traveler
What does the presence of a
MrY. Polly Bryant, and
wood requires consumption by
Candles were lighted by Miss Jane Head, Springfield, pink and hot pink gladioli, with Southern paper mill mean to a loon,
of
Mrs. John Fiasco.
trees of almost 1.5 tons of carbon
brothers of the groom. Don Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. Mar- pink velvet streamers with love ,community plenty, reports
the
dioxide from the air and results
Cherry attended the groom as shall Dennison, Jane and John, knots.
Southern Forest institute
A
in the release of just over one ton
best man. Ushers were Tim and Mr and Mrs Louis Dean Nunley, The groom's boutonniere was a paper mill with 600 employees
of oxygen to the atmosphere
John McKee of Murray and Mr and Mrs. A. U. Nunley, all of gardenia taken from the bride"F and 600 loggers creates for its To help meet the increasing
Larry McLee of Stilesville, In- Nashville, Tennessee; Mrs. 011ie bouquet.
community the following
300 need for wood by the year 2000,
diana.
McKee of Midland, Indiana; Mr. Serving the groom as best man increase in population, 1,000 more the South,is going to have to grow
Reception
and Mrs. Larry McKee of was Tim Scruggs. The ushers households, 900 more school a whole new forest, reports the February and March in the
Following the wedding the Stilesville, Indiana; Mrs. were Johnny Fitts and Rehna children. 970 more automobiles, Southern Forest Institute. "The Winter and October and
Owen. Rodney Nance, Nephew of 30 more retail
the Fall are the four
bride's parents entertained at a Richard Cocke, Wickliffe.
establishments, Third Forest," as it will be November in
the bride, carried the rings on a 650 more jobs in
called, must double the current most dangerous months of the
reception in their home on Sharpe
nonth, couple returned from a white satin pillow.
manufacturing, 7 1 million Production of wood to meet our year for forest fires, reports the
Street. Presiding at the guest
register was Miss Jane Belote, short wedding trip to their Mrs. Overcast chose for her dollars in annual income. 2.3 growing needs Within 30 years, Southern Forest Institute.
apartment •
500 Olive Street. ughWr's wedding a paatel aqua million dollars in bank deposits the South's woodlands will have Remember.even little fires can
sorority sister of the bride.
Murray BA
•4
restuite their it dress With black pant and' 3.3 million dollars [nom to provide 13 BILLION cubic feet kill little trees. Lend nature a\
of wood per year, maybe even helping hand. Only you can
;sr retail sales per year.
An ecru tablecloth of* Belgian college wor t Murray Stale this memories.
Mrs. Underwood, mother iirige:
•
more
prevent forest fires.
. linen and lace covered's bride's fall.
•were scattered over the skirt.
Her elbow length veil was
fashioned of four tiers of illusion
secured to a headpiece of fresh

Shrine Club Holds
Meet On Saturday
At Moffett Home

Fngagement

Mr and Mrs. Jerry Chadwick
of Murray Route Five announce
the birth of a baby boy, Jerry
Allan, weighing six pounds ten
ounces, born on Sunday, July 19,
at 2:05 p.m,ffiLthe MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Their other children are Kenny
Edward, age nine, Dotty Ann,
age eight, and Herlie Wayne, age
five. The father is employed at
the Ryan Milk Company.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Herlie Chadwick of Murray
Route Five. Mrs. I. J. Stevens of
Cerulean is a great grandmother.

Miss Sherla

••••••

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice 'nicker
of Xirksey Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Jackie
Lynn, weighing eight pounds one
ounce, born on Thursday, July 16,
at two p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son, Rodney
Allen, age 31,1. The father is
employed at the Murray Division
of the Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mrs. C. B.
Tucker of Kirksey Route One and
Mr. and Mrs. Ovie Ward of
Farmington Route One. Great
grandmothers are Mrs. Fannie
Ridner of Barboursville and Mrs.
Allie Ward of Mayfield.
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ref

Due to an error on the part of this newspaper part of our ar
tide did not appear last week. At that time, we would have
made the following comments, in reference to last weeks ar
tide.
The above reference by Mr. Hafley to the April 2 article is to
the article which appeared in our series on June 17, 1970. . His
reference to the Witnesses is to the Jehovah's Witnesses in
Plano, Illinois. We wish to make this clear lest we misrepresent
the local Witnesses.
We have not yet heard any more from any of the Witnesses in
this area. We do invite them to come and talk with us about the
Bible. We again ask them to come and to reason with the
congregation at West Murray.
The invitation which is extended to the Witnesses iS also extended to anyone willing to come. The pulpit at the West Murray
church of Christ is open to anyone who believes that he has the
truth. We ask that you come to reason with us ann to lei us
examine what you have to-say. If you are a Baptist, Methodist.
Lutheran, Catholic, Seventh Day Adventist, or Presbyterian we
ask that you ask your preacher or priest to come and to reason
with us. If you believe that your preacher or priest speaks the
truth, then ask him to come and to let ustexamthe and question
what ye has to say. We also ask all our readers to ask your
preacher, priest, or minister why your local denomination or

church does not also extend an open pulpit policy? Are you open
minded enough to examine what other people Deneve is truth,
Are you willing to reason with people and to show them wheee
they are wrong if you believe them to be wrong. Truth does not
shun investigation.
We would like to annoimce that the Kentucky Lake Road
church of Christ now has a radio program of Bible teaching.
This program may be heard at 9:30 to 9:55 each Sunday morning
over WTPR in Paris, Tennessee. This station broadcasts and
may be picked up tt 710 on the AM dial. The residents of Murray
can pick this program up rather plainly here in Murray. We ask
that you listen to this ptogram along with the West Murray radio
pro= over WNBS at 7:30 each Sunday Morning. We ask
that you listen with an open mind and an open Bible

Address all comments, criticisms, and questions to Tom
Keaton, Winchester Apts. No. 6, Murray, Kentucky.
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Ready To Go

Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get

BAR11341

RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES

1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.
OPEN 24 his. A DAY 1 DAYS A WEEK

Lb.980

590
5/$1i
Lb

Beef &
Chicken

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE

USDA INSPECTED
6-

WHOLE

FRYERS

th 27'
Broilers sPLIT

Fine For
BarB—I

i,

39

1/4
USDA CHOICE BONELESS

9 TO 11 CHOPS

Pork Loin
PURE VEGETABLE

—LIMIT ONE —
USDA CHOICE

JOHNSON'S

46-oz.
3

BOLOGNA

calls

5 1 00

MORTON
JOHNSON'S

BOIT
COCKTAI

POT
PIES

WIENERS
KOUNTY KIST

ORCHARD PRIDE
15 oz
cans

1U-lb. bag
694

KING SIZE
5-Lb.
Box

24

TIDE
LEMONS
D0,39'
BELL PEPPERS
GOLDEN
ANAS 2
$1

SUNKIST

EXTRA FANCY

15-oz. cans

ALLEN'S

Blackeyed Peas 6/894

110111111111114111==.1111111111102
.!

1

?8,1TH SIZE ZEST

qt

KING SIZE
IVORY mum
ONLY

591
WITH THIS COUPON
WITH THIS

PRICE
WITHOUT
COUPON
fie God wA DI

I-

Storey's
rr.r
444'4'4'4T4

INNWT
COUPON

0000
ONLY
AT . Storey's

orran wins

7/2817O

UAW I COUPON PER PURCHASE

ce,PoPi

3-oz Jar

HUNTS

Tomatoes

15-oz. cans

•-•
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Hospital Report

Telephone Cooperative Corp. Holds Annual Meeting

Clustering
Can Lead To
Good Results

ADULTS 99
NURSERY 6
MAYFIELD, KY — Some 1,500 persons, the largest crowd in history, attended the 15th
annual meeting of the West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Saturday, July 18, at War
Memorial Fairgrounds here.

41

By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Religion Writer
Clustering, you may have
thought, is something grapes
do.
But it also is something
churches do. When done properly, it can yield remarkably
good results.
Clustering is the term churchmen have coined for arrangements in which several local
churches, of the same denomination or different denominations, enter into a worksg

DISMISSALS

17.-rM11111111 1111R111P1111119111

George Stephenson, Graves County, E T. Inman, Marshall County, and Herman Darnell,
Calloway. County. 'metre-elected to 3-year terms as directors of the cooperative.

Mrs. Marjorie Barnett, Box
263, Murray; Mrs. Brenda
Causey, baby girl, Rt. 5, Dill's
Trailer Ct., Murray;Mrs. Shells
Hamilton, baby girl, Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Mn. Pamela Pritchett, baby boy, Dexter; Ray
Erwin, New Concord; Walter
Karnes, Route 1, Murray;
Randall Thornton, 510 South 7th
St., Murray; Mrs. Huntas Shook,
Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Barbara
Roberson, baby girl, Rt.1, Farmington, Ky.; Mrs. Robbie
Moody, Rt. 2, Murray; Charles
Stanley, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
Marilyn Lax, Rt. 4, Murray;
Dock Boggess, Rt. 3, Murray;
Mrs. Lovie Pritchett, Dexter;
Mrs. Lunie Bucy, Rt. 5, Box 68,
Murray; Martin Bailey, Rt. 2
Murray.

"
s
L. W. Murdock, president; Stanley .
Dired,on met briefly following the meeting and re-elected
Jones, vice-president, Cortez Schmidt, secretary, and George Stephenson, treasurer.
The meeung, held in the Fairgrounds grandstand, opened at 10:00 a.m. with Mickey Cochran
and his Blue Rollers providing entertainment.
During the business session co-op members heard reports from general manager P. L. Finks and
Bethel Richardson, auditor.
Finks said the Cooperative buned 85 miles of cable during 1969 to replace open wire which had
been in service for 15 years and was obsolete.
Finks told the members of the cooperative that Direct Distance Dialing was added to six
exchanges in 1969 — Fobomdale, Fancy Farm, Wingo, Sedalia, Hazel and Fairdealing. New
Concord eel be added July 31. Automatic Numbering Identification will be added to all
exchanges in Kentucky in July 1971.
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Each congregation continues
RTCC OFFICERS — Officers and directors
to maintain its separate identiof the west Kentucky Rural Telephone
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
concept during the past year,
and are encouraged by the
TO LIMIT OUANTEIIES
practical results.
To give further impetus to
OF f HE SOOACI I
Murray
the movement, they have
jointly issued a 21-page pamphlet entitled "Guidelines for
Fabulous News From Clairol
the Development of Local
CLAIROL!
Church Clusters." Copies .are
Reg. '2.06
being distributed to all clergyI
men in both denominations.
any orner pratcrr or
the naturalinterested in the idea may
Complete Kit
the
obtain a copy from
looking
SALE
headquarters of either denominhaircolor
Reg.
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ation for a quarter.
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cROSSWORD PUZZLE

director; E. i . Inman, director; Stanley
Jones, vice-president; W. F. Cary, director;
and Mrs. Linda Anderson, office manager.
Back row: Cortez Schmidt, secretary;
Herman Darnell, director; Roy Lowe,
director; George Stephenson, treasurer;
Farland Robbins, attorney; and Bethel
Richardson, auditor.
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J&J

..P:Am
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•
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plastic A
strips

-Deodorant

Slt .
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No 5624
Rog.
79'
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and Insect
Killer

44;

SALE,
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69;
AQUA

Vents

•
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SALE

$077

NET

Hair
Spray

15 Steam

No F-62

ti ll

Styrofoam

URINE

I C

FOR YOUR

Reg.
69'

39

SALE

E

CHEST _

EVEs

13-oz
Reg. and Super Hold

Tanning
Secret
Oil or Lotion

18 cc

30 qt. size

Reg. $1.49
--Reg. 79.
SALE

SALE

SALE
9814
9

Dor
torli

96;

98

0666.6.an•/rnir/..•

Reg. and New Mint

Family Size - 6'4 oz

Reg. '1.75

SALE

PANTY
HOSE

Pepsoden

,.
st XI

Toothpaste

4-oz Plastic Bottle

Reg.

PEI

Reg.
11.05

One Size Fits All!

Cinnamon - Beige Coffee
and BlaCk
Reg.
5 1.39

SAL!

BIS

6

with Steel Handle

Plastic
Squeeze Bottle

Sweedish

Steam & Dry

10. Columbus. Ohio, asked
Gov. James A Rhodes to
bring back some foreign
soft drink cans for his collection when the governor
made a recent tour of Japan. Rhodes did and Mike
poses happily.

I
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pint Can

General Electric

IRON

z

Anti-Perspirant
Riog s1 29

49

JERGENS

HOT
HOT

5-oz Spray

SALE

78

IleviTt:coral

5-Day
toy Dry

50 Assorted Bandages

DRIVING
SCHOOL

Pack Of 100

Extra Dry Skin Formula...
7-oz. bottle with dispenser
Reg.
$1.35
SALE

111160.11411111t

Strips

CAN DO — Mich,,4•1 Sweet.

WHITE 9" PAPER

NicenE

A
Abe

•

4/

DINNER
PLATES

AND
SAVE

sir)E

ROUGH SAWN
According to the Southern
Forest Products Association,
there's a pleasing trend toward
rough sawn lumber for exposed
beam ceiling and roof systems,
exterior siding and interior
paneling.
The sewn texture enhances the
natairdiaracter of the material
and imiwoves retention of finish.
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•

BABY 14
GLEEM
AHACW
JERGEN
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STOP, SHOP,

frosikthi
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5°17
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34

dalic41111

SALE79
;
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TOM

JIM ADAMS I G A

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

Northside
Shopping
Center

PRICES 1111 MU TUESDAY, JULY 21. *

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
*
FRESH

FIRST IN FINE MEATS

Southern Star

FRESH, LEAN

l
i
o
z
.
p
k
g
.
WIENE
RS
49c
PORK STEAK
PORK ROAST
gill:B-0 CHICKEN L59c
CHICKEN BREAST Lb.49c
BOSTON BUTT

Lb

43

Lb.

49

IGA

BABY MAGIC POWDER mReeng.n7.91 Pr?rce69c
Reg. 65'
Our.Price 55t
GLEEM
•Reg. 99'
Our, Price ne
ANACIN
Our Price 99c
JERGEN LOTION Reg. 11.19

POTATO CHIPS
411111k 41111k.

1.11EVIELIIEESE

Twin Bag

I GA

I BEEF PATTIES
Gerber

HAMBURGER SLICED

No. 303 Can

Jar

9

TURNI'lushGREENS

CREAM STYLE
No 3035/S1 00
Can

No. 303 Can 1

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

6 Pack — 10- oz. bottle

PEPSI ploo

CORN

STRAINED

16-oz. jar

32c
:
8 oz bottle 33'
Kraft--2713.-I)Ox sin 7
10/s1*]:
8-ct- Pkg

Pride of III.

DILL PICKLES BABY FOOD
34C
c

APPLIEG

HAMBURGER BUNS 1Gli
FRENCH DRESSING Kilift

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO $5°') FORCED PURCHASES

E GiALK 43c
ICI

JUST LOW PRICES !

A.

Snokreem

BAGS

—TEC
8-oz. Can

64 Ct Pkg.

6/49c

59

COLORED DISTILLED

Gal.

SHORTENING

SALMON

VINEGAR

3-Lb. Can

Tall Can

69c

49c

69c
.44

IG A

COFFEE

12-oz. Can

1-Lb. Can

19
Sunkist

ORANGE 1/sloo TIDE

Giant Size

4.

Idaho Baking

Fresh

Ripe, Yellow

POTATOES
LEMONS
GREEN
BANANAS
9c
oz 39c PEPPERS
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAIL); -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMSJGA It's the total on the tape that counts!

TOMATO
Ib.IES

5c
5C

Sized
No. 1

Each

lb 10
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IRS Sale Of Mailing Lists
Charged As Privacy Invasion
Filing a Federal income tax
return may be toad enough, but
the likelihood that this may
bring a continuing flood of advertising mail in return is "too
much" -- even for one segment of the business community
A pull by the National Federation of Independent Business shows strong opposition by
independent entrepreneurs against the increasing practice
of the Internal Revenue Service
Jelling mail lists which group
taxpayers by income class.
-An invasion of privacy" is
i•liarged.
A Congressional bill by Representative Ken Hechler of
West Virginia which would prohibit this practice has won approval from 89 percent of the
businessmen polled by the Federation. Only 9 percent express
opp 'sitioe to the measure, end
2 percent withhold their opinion.
Kentucky businessmen responding to the question regii•
ter 88 percent approval, with 9
percent dissenting and 3 percent being undecided.
In the poll, it was explained
that the government is not revealing the actual reported income of *payers, but is providing lists in which those with
Incomes within certain Irrackets can be extracted. The lists
are on computer tapes for various zip code areas, and Internal Revenue has been active in
marketing these tapes in recent
months
This is permitted under the
Internal Revenue Code, Representative Hechler acknowiedg-bet-ise-addes---sere's no

taxpayers "on the basis of a
coding system for the delivery
of mail" A similar ban against
states or other political unittis
inclgded, made necessary because Federal income tax information is being made available to states and cities by the
Treasury Department
The Internal Revenue mail
lists obviously can be a big
help to a business in identifying prospective buyers, especially for high-priced or luxury
merchandise
But using the record of tax
collections to generate mail
lists — and secondary income

for the government —is a sideline activity which an overwhelming number orindependent businessmen believe is reprehensible.
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Nextin line of march came
o.66 the Yale party, mounted on Inthan ponies, and armed with rifle, revolver,
geological hammer, and bowie-knife. Six
army wagons, loaded with provisions, forage,
tents, and ammunition . . formed the rear."
It wit's really a peaceful mission a Yale
graduate was describing. The summer of
1870, he and others left the comforts of campus dwellings or their homes and the company of young ladies to go out West with
Professor Othniel C. Marsh in the first Yale
Scientific Expedition. The purpose was paleontological exploration of plains of Nebraska and Colorado, with the protective co-operation o: Army units, for Pliocene and
Miocene deposits. Mole physical information
was needed for a geological assumption

N

that Rocky Mountains projected as islands
from a vast inland sea in eons when tropics
extended far into the North. The tepid waters were thronged with reptilian monsters.
Then tremendous earthquakes drained this
inner sea from the continent, leaving only
great lakes, to whose shores prolific Nature
brought upon the scene the mammoth, the
mastodon.
During a tertiary period, floods accumulated sand and mud in the lakes to depths
of hundreds of feet, and entrapped and exterminated monsters, whose bones remained
to be mined from dry beds in eventually desolate regions.
The expedition of 1870 was to enable Prof.
Marsh to be thc first to describe, among
other things, flying monsters of the primordial West.
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According to Senate testi in 1970 contrasted with $1,1NIV unprotected taxpayers with un- is worth
be filed within two years by the
living and your belief to a hospital Wednesday With truce observers is Maj. Gen. forest lands now growing Florida
ntony, a change to direct elect 000 in the first six months—of wanted advertisements, offers, will help create
and South Carolina put together. undertaker or person who bore
En lo SiiLasvuo of Finland.
the kidney infection.
that
fact."
km would lessen the influence 1969. Earnings Per share were invitations, samples and prothe expense.
of 34 of the 50 states — in 5-37 compared to 5.71. All fig- ducts."
in
choos
eluding Kentucky —
His bill would prohibit the
ures are restated to include
iag a President. This is based Quaker Maid Kitchens which government from classifying
on a comparison of the states' was acquired in October, 1960.
'
proportionate influence in pre- • W. R. Tappan, President, in- houses were closed throughout
sidential elections under the dicated that the improvement the country as a result of a
present Electoral System and was made despite generally do program to provide better cus
under the direct election pro- pressed business conditions, a tomer service through large
centralized and computerized
posal.
truck strike and a sharp deFor example, the testimony cline in new home construction distribution centers. When corn.
Anent, this program should re.
showed Ifeekeeky's voting powfinial theof high
—`ducTetlie -number of field wareer would have been reduced resulting
mortgage
and unavailability
bowies from forty to fifteen. '
by 14 percent had the 1968 money.
presidential election been conlie stated that the position At the same time that it pre
ducted on a popular vote basis appeared to be changing and vines improved service, it is
rather than through the Elect- predicted slow but steady im- expected that this program will
oral College.
provement during the second result in reduced inventory.
A 300,000 square foot distriIt's conceivable that in a dir- half of the year with substtartect election • candidate could ial gains to be anticipated dur- bution center in Ontario, Ohio
lose in every state except one ing the balance of the decade. was 60% completed and should
and still win the election. A
Mr. Tappan pointed to the be occupied by September 15
eandiciate could, for instance, following accomplishments dur- This warehouse will also replace rented facilities and
lose in 49 states by an average ing the period:
of 50,000 votes and win in New
The. Company again themes- sheuld result in cost sayings.
York by 2.5 million votes and ed its share of the market in
An analysis of the Companni
be elected President. He would both appliances and cabinets_
eight U.S. factories was underhave received the most popuimprovements - a- taken and it was
Capital
indicated that
lar votes, yet would not have mounted to $2,000,000 as the
the support of most regions of Company continued its long additional production can b e
programmed in existing facilthe country.
range expansion plans to inThe effect here would be to crease its capacity to provide ities to satisfy near term dedeny to most of the states, as better products at reduced cost. mead. Additional expansion
that will be required for expolitical entities, the right to
Axial)
vis on opt
DOW
be spaced over a number of
President. And it could cause
cry in Anaheim, California for years in the future.
presidential candidates to conthe manufacture of food waste
Through an enlarged staff
centrate their appeal for votes
disposers. The old factory was and through outside
in a few densely populated.
consultinventory
moved,
closed and
ants, substantial expenditures
with, moving expenses absorbed were continued on
niche soph(Airing the second quarter.
isticated systems and data proA new 120,000 square foot cessing which are
also designwarehouse was completed at ed to improve
customer service
the Murray factory. This re- io the future.
placed a warehouse which was
A four year union contract
rented in Nashville, Tennessee was signed at
the
and will eliminate substantial largest plant in Company's
Mansfield,
freight costs and double handl- Ohio. No
other contracts exing of merchandise.
pire during 1970.
A number of leased wareThe proposal for scrapping
the Electoral College in favor
of direct popular election of
the President is, as this is
written, being considered In
the US. Senate. And that would
be a good piece for the proposal to die.

Sales Ahead
Of Last Year
Says Tappan
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New Assembly

Plant Dedicated
At Henderson

HENDERSON. Ky. — Commerce plimmialpfler Paul W.
tPrtrbbs'eofier efftTraIrttriett
tog governor William Sullivan
and local officials to formally
dedicate the $4 million Eaton
Yale & Towne Thick Axle Assembly Plant here

1.

Bank Offi
Say Worm
Good With

By DEAN C. N
UPI Business
NEW YORK (UP:
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The plant, se/I-doled to employ some 300 by September,
began operation in April.
Grubbs, addressing a luncheon
In the new facilities, called
Eenderson "ideally knitted" for
Industrial expansion.
He cited a 10-year program
of community and industrial development initiated in recent
years by community leaders as
the impetus for "unprecedented growth."
W. A. Nettie, president of
Eaton Yale & Towne, credited
the liveability of the area and
the friendliness of local residents as important factors in the
company's decision to locate
here.
President Pro Tempore of
the Senate, William Sullivan of
Henderson, presided at the
,ceremonies as acting governor
Governor Louie B Nunn. or
iginally scheduled to attend,
inn reported on an industry.
scekine trip to the northeast.
Lt Governor Wendell Ford
al also out of the ruts
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Annual reports v
pastors of 79 chi
district

De-escalate the war.
4ne

of the
He would like to see more peaceful, safe, streets for all
Believe it or riot, highway hostility is not
even
have
fact
doesn't
t
be
a
of life.
Americans
It
necessities of life
So the, next time the other guy tries tc. take out Some
Just becaUse the other guy has an axe to grind doesn't •
mean you have to grind it with him When another oriver,,..• highway hostility on you, do the one thing that will prevein an accident and might make him some
temporarily tines his head, don't tose yours Don't honk
si•MINn
to his senses Keep your cool Courtesy on
back. Don't out back Don't drive aggressively to hold
1011111111111111
ennyOueineetind.'it usually takes two to tango in a hostile
the road can put out a lot of fires
auto maneuver And when two tango on the road, the
There is an alternative to War Peace
...**••••••
results are almost always sad
The war Of nerves and bad tempers doesn't have to go
• on.Your new ear dealer would like to see the war end ' 01/0001 0,11001,014011 01 Annork• S 1.snclOsed an co, and tnocIR desnrrs • dissninvon DC

National Automobile Dealers Association

"MISS UNIVERSEnn Marisa' Malaret Contreras of Puerto
Man neves out with her-most- winning smile on o.New
York hptet retiftop. Green eyes, 5-feet-844, dark brown
'hair,'3543-35 beautisties.

-One In a series presented by N.A.D.A., this newspiper. and the new,car.daakirs of our community.
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Bank Officials
Say Women Are
Good With Books
By DEAN C MILLLtt
UPI Business Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) —Another
male myth about woman has
been disproved through talks
with bankers.
According to song, legend,
night club comics and male
locker room gossip, a woman is
a lovable but birdbrained
household liability when it
comes to handling money or a
checkbook. To hear most mer
balances the
tell it she
checkbook by standing it on end
or rounding off to the nearest
dollar.
Not so, say bankers across
the country.
Money Sense
A sampling of bank officers
indicates that today's woman
has more money sense than her
chief critics, men. The average
female is more reliable when it
comes to paying bank loans,
don't
writing checks that
bounce and meeting bank
charge card obligations.
"No matter what some people
think about the female's sense
of money, or lack of it, our
women customers are generally
__quite responsible," said Henry
Feltcher, president of the
.Merchants National Bank of
Aurora, Ill. When we have
trouble with a loan we often go
- directly to the wife, who
straightens it out.J. Grant Bickmore, president
of the Idaho Bank and Trust
Co. in Pocatello, recently said
_that housewives .normally are
more apt to keep their
--Checkbooks balanced and write
fewer bad checks. The same
thing applies to meeting charge
card payments, he said.
A bank officer at Boatmen's
National Bank in St. Louis said
men are more likely to be late
In paying off personal instalment loans than women. "And
the ladies respond faster to a
second notice," he noted.
Fast-Paying
at the
officer
A loan
Chemical Bank New York Trust
Co. in New York said women
are more compulsive about
paying off debts and often
settle a two or three-year loan
in one year. A young Manhattan career girl recently paid off
a two-year loan in exactly
eleven weeks, he said.
One large California bank
which lid not want to be named
went so far as to say that men
--not women—exceed the limits
)f their charge cards by eight
'xi one.
Fifty years ago few women
zuched the family money,
sside from some "pin money."
Men handled financial matters.
A recent banking survey
shows that 40 per cent of the
wives today decide where
money is to be saved and 33
per cent where the checking
account will be located. Since
most banks are not open at
during the day, it has fallen to
the women to handle banking
matters. This survey also
showed that 24 per cent of the
wives handled auto loans,, an
area you'd think was strirtIy
male territory.

Nazarenes
Plan Annual
issemb°

3 Lb. Con

DIXIE

Bathroom
Dispenser
DelMonte

Mrs. Hubbard's
LUCKY

Garden

Sweet Peas

and

50 Cups

Pies

CARTON OF

17-oz. can

1 Doz.

2/49'

3/79'
Open Pit

Morton House

Barbecue
Sauce

Pork-Beef
St Steak

.

BUSH
Red Pie

DIET RI
ICTE E
COLAS•MILK?

Cherries,
16 Oz.

in Gravy
A nt
13-oz. can 4J
Tony

411

SWIFT

3/79'..
7"

Dog Food

'With BothesorDeposit

All Flavors

____

15-oz. can

3/25;
TROPI-CAL-LO

ORANGE DRINK

--..coupoN

Swan
c

'
Parker s

0000
O NLY
AT

Parker's

Limit 1 coupon per
bottle purchased

SAVE

Eapira7/29'ithoJI Coupon King Size

DUNCAN HINES

G 0/V

49
-

11114

lir CAKE MIX-4k

Excluding Angel Food w•

3

Dishw.ashing
Liquid

GIANT (22 oz.) SIZE
WITH THIS COUPON--

29
Redeemable
Only at

PRICE
WITHOUT
COUPON

INSTANT

INSTANT
nti
't"a1-7
S

boxes

Nestea
100%
jarTea
targe
\

Frosty Acres

POT PIES
Frosty Acres

BABY LIMAS

Chicken,
Beef & Turkey
—5/s1"

10 oz,

pkg

2/49'

Pet Ritz
2 in a pkg

, PIE SHELLS
1111171W/
4 3/8 Oz.

29'

1 23

JELL-O

Frosty Acres

Odd,

SHOP WHERE THE

Pride Of Illinois

CREAM
CORN
2/35C

S.

Spears

PICKLING
VINEGAR

EL

1.Q.
2/49'

U. S. CHOICE BEEF

Golden Yellow
The annual assernbly of the
Kentucky district will be held at
the Lafayette Nazarene church in
Lexington, Tuesday and Wednesday, July 21-22.
Annual reports will be made by
pastors of 79 churches on the
district.
Dr. Dallas I3aggett, Louisville,
will give his annual address as
district superintendent. He will
outline plans for the 1970-71 year.
District officers will be elected.
general
presiding
The
superintendent will be Dr
George Coulter of Kansas City,
Mo. He has served continuously
since 1964 in the highest elective
office of the denomination.
The district will make plans for
missionary and horog missions
programs and W working
toward denominational goals.
The Church of the Nazarene has a
world membership of nearly
500,000 persons and a total
Sunday school enrollment of over
1,065,000 persons
The church maintains about 600
missionaries, doctors, nurses,
leachers and builders in 48
countries and world areas where
it conducts gospel work.,

Boneless Rolled

CANTALOUPES

Rump
Roast

Large Size

Fresh Home Grown

TOMATOES____teo_ 2 lbs. 35'
Flavorite Brand

FRESH LEAN GROUND

Sliced Bacon

HAMBURGER

1-lb. pkg.

59`

Large Green

paL PEPPERS

2 for 15'

Armour All-Meat

Wieners
.12-oz. pkg.
Prices Good Through Wednesday, July 29

7

to 9 p.m.
Days a Week

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

%OPER mAoll'Af

.1•

a

1
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Tappan Si
To Acquiri

WANT A SALESMAN

that doesn't
take time
out for coffee

or
WANT
ADS
Bring
Results

those long
lunch hours--.
Then "hire"
WANT ADS!
41)

-Whether
Want to BUY,...
SELL... TRADE—
or RENT
SAVING You TIME
and MONEY!
EVERYTIME!

There ust isn't an substitute. for Want,Ads.
That is`why you can
--LisuLthesa-in-wevoopoper3
throughout the world,
speaking in.many languages,helping people to
communicate with people, providing an unduplicated public service..

JUST CALL 753-1916
ASK ABOUT OUR LOW, LOW RATES!

THE •
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Tappan Signs Letter Of Intent
To Acquire Stock In New Firm
The Tappan Company of soever that the next ten years will
Mansfield,Ohio,and Bob Schmitt witness the greatest housing
Hones of Strongsville, Ohio, boom in history,' Mr. Tappan
today announted that they had stated. 'It is our intention to
signed a Letter of Intent whereby participate in this boom, not only
Tappan, a manufacturer of as a supplier, but as real estate
kitchen ranges, cabinets and developers and builders.
We
other kitchen appliances, would believe the combination of local
acquire(subject to certain terms builder know-how with inand conditions) 80 per cent of the dustrialized manufacturing, can
stock of Bob Schmitt Homes, Inc. bring great benefits to the conInd related companies, in ex- sumer.'
change for shares of Common
Stock of Tappan. The number of
shares of Tappan stock to be
issued will depend on the results
of an appraisal and an audit of
Bob Schmitt Homes.
For many years, Bob Schmitt
Homes has been a leading builder
in the suburbs of Cleveland, Ohio,
If both luxury homes and conlominum apartments.
Announcement was recently
made by the United States
Department of Housing and
WASHINGTON,D. C., June 24Urban Development(HUD), that Sales of fluid milk products again
the Republic Steel Company of increased by 13 per cent in 1969,
Cleveland had been awarded one according to a report just
of twenty-two Government released by the Milk Industry
contracts for out-standing Foundation, Washington, D. C.
technological progress in low cost The largest increases were in
housing. The Republic home was lowfat milk and skim milk items.
designed by Bob Schmitt and his Lovrfat and skim milk items now
brother, Ed Schmitt, who is an account for about 20 per cent of
architect. Included in the con- the total fluid mato products
sortium which will build the distributed in the U. S.
Republic Steel home, is The The $13 billion dairy industry
Tappan Compeny, which will contributes substantially to the
supply a kitchen wall as a gross national product of the U.
compro,t_ 0., cimplete utility S.,in addition to its unparallelled
sub-8,1011111,'
contribution to good nutrition,
The Republic housing system according to the report.
eliminates all requirements for This information on milk is
skilled labor at the construction contained in "Milk Facts," which
site by substituting a simple is the annual report on dairy
,processing,
system of components which can producti-on
be nudIAL3g9dRc1e4. lbe .
level.
The booklet also includes these
Bob and Ed Schmitt represent facts about Americans and their
the third generation of home milk:Milk in 1969 again was a
builders in their family. Their bargain in terms of its -real"
father, Fred Schmitt, and their cost.
Twenty years ago an
grandfather,Peter Schmitt, were average hour's wages could buy
prominent home builders in about 6 quarts of milk; in 1969 an
Mansfield, Ohio, which is the hour's wages could buy more
home location of the Tappan than 11 quarts.
Company. By coincidence, W. R. 1968 saw the lowest milk
Tappan,President of The Tappan production since 1952, although
Company represents the third dairy farmers' cash receipts
generation in the 'I'appan from milk sold to processors
Company, which was started in were $217 million more in 1969
1881.
than in 1968. Raw milk costs to
Bob Schmitt has been in the processors have gone up 23 per
homebuilding business for 25 cent in the last four years.
years in Mansfield and sub- Nearly half of the milk supply
uently in the Cleveland area. consumed in the U. S. is in fluid
'is homebuilding has been form.
nationally recognized for its At all age levels, males drink
'logical innovation and for more milk than do females.
contribution to land use and Single copies of "Milk Facts"
neighborhood design. Schmitt are available upon request from
introduced the first Planned Unit the Milk Industry Foundation, 910
Development in the Cleveland Seventeenth Street, N. W.,
area which is known as Washington, D. C. 20006.
Ledgewood(a $30,000,000
development) now being built in
Strongsville.
He is also
developing Mills Creek, a similar
112 RULES SUPPLEMENT
totalling
neighborhood,
STATE INSURANCE CODE
$30,000,000 in value, off Center
Ridge Road, west of Cleveland.
Schmitt and his company have
seceived numerous performance The state Insurance Departand architectural awards over ment has filed with the
the years such as "Top Per- Legislative Research Comformer in the Building Industry mission 112 new regulations to
lemeat,-Me. insurance code
le •
Magazine.
HOME
ASSPM bIy
was the recipient of the 1969
One regulation prohibits any
Cleveland Landscape Award
Competition sponsored by the company from increasing or
Garden Center of Greater decreasing its rates on personal
Cleveland and The Greater Insurance by more than 25 per
Cleveland Growth Association. cent annually "unless the inBob Schmitt has been surance commissioner for good
nationally active in zoning, cause" grants permission.
planning and homebuilding
research activities having twice
served as Chairman of the One inch of rainfall falling on
Research Institute of the one acre of woodlands weighs
National Association of Home just a little under 114 tons, reports
Builders. He also has served as a the Southern Forest Institute.
-nember of the 'National That's just another benefit made
Academy of Sciences Technical possible Iv our Southern forests.
protect .our waterStudies Advisory Committee to They help
_
the reCTeriiii 116asihg Administration.
Bob Schmitt Homes is unique in
homebuilding in that it has for
many years maintained an internal architectural department
headed by Ed Schmitt.
Schmitt believes that the tenets
of good architectural, functional
and environmental design have
an important day to day
relationship to homebuilding
operation if it is to truly serve the
needs of people.
W.R. Tappan, President of The
Tappan Company, stated that
Bob Schmitt Homes would
continue to operate as a completely independent company,
with all of its existing personnel.
'We feel extremely fortunate to
have Bob Schmitt with us,' Mr.
Tappan Stated. 'He is recognized
throughout the nation by
builders, as a true innovator in
construction techniques and land
utilization. He was a pioneer in
developing year-round use of
labor in a northern climate where RAPS INTERNS — William
construction had heretofore been J. Scherle,- Republican representative from Iowa. says
highly seasonal.'
Mr. Tappan indicated that hIS'in Washington the 236
company. is in, the process of young summtr interns
discussing similar acquisitions hired by the Office of rEdlywith a number of other. leading cation are "Iiippies . .
builders in other sections of the nothing but a bunch of
militants, a bunch of revonation.
lutionaries.'' •
'We have no question what-

Milk Sales
Increase
In 1969

'."-#1111#
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TUCKY

Open 7 Days A Week
Until Midnight for your shopping convenience.

.014).*

DOUBLE STAMPS all day Tues. & Wed.
We redeem U.S. Gov't Food Stamps

auewisiumE

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
WITH
COUPON

FFE

MY-T-FINE

DRESSING Bowl 49c PUDDING
Flavors

Asst
PRIDE OF ILL

COR

FRYERS
. sR.o,nr,dme th.99c
99'S AK
lb.

FOLGER'S

SALAD

SALAD

U.S. Gov't
Inspected

303
cans

Armour's VIENNA

TENDER SMOKED

3-5/8-oz. lA
box I

Lily Pink
tall can G90

SALMON
SAUSAGE
TREET Armoucs2 oz can 59 PICKLES

Holiday Sweet 106
Qt. "IraV

3.

HAM

JOHNSON'S

S

PORK

SMOKED

u, 79,

CUTLETS

JOWLS

.49c

U.S. PRIME
CHUCK

No
cans

SACRAMEN

SAUSAGE 2 tbag89,

shank poru
. 59c

Fresh
so"'
3
1101.6iiNi
Old
Fa""th390
SALMON Chief 59( TISSUE
BONES
NECK
19C
Miss liberty
Big Sandy
tag 9901
POTATO CHIPS tvp'i cr.1g 490 PORK STEAK Sliced G9 TAILS OR FEET 'IOC
CHARCOAL
MissLibrsity
STORE MARE SAI.ADS -CUT-UP CHICKENS
Yellow
2-roll 44

BREAD

Solids

5

lPavezs

39

Brown & Serve

ROLLS

EGAR

for

100

2 49
Pkgs

CANNING Gal. 49C

Dixie Belle 27c

Cracklin

CRACKERS
Blackburn's
18 Apple
glass
ass 29
JELLY

cans$1

DOG FOOD 10
TUNA Chicketof6 zSeaa n390

URE

POTATOES 3

BLEACH

JUICE

6 c6 :

All
Reg. Size
6-bot Ctns.
Showboat

BAC

MUTTON

1°°

Fore Quarter

Hind

.39c

i.

LIBERTY COUPON
Folger's
1-lb. can

Coffee

49C

Fresh
Water

ICED
kik LOIN

.DOG FOOD

head

19c APPLES 4

63'

large

With this coupon- and additional
5.00 or more purchase

Tide
Detergent.

Family Size

LIBERTY COUPON
$233

Purex

1,7 gal

50 Trading Stamps 50
With this coupon and

With this coupon and 15.00 or more
5.00 or more purchase.

ridditicinal purchase.
Save 65' with this coupon!

(cig & tob. exc.)
Void After 114y 28

GOOD ONLY AT LIBERTY
said After July 28

89.

LIBERTY COUPON

With this coupon

Without Coupon 12.98

59c

ICE CREAM

rolls

43'

bbag

FRESH HOME GROWN

FESTIVAL

/
1
2 Gal

LIBERTY 'COUPON

•

Extra Fancy Winesap

25 izS319
3100 WATERMELONS

3

8c

Lb

GAINES

,GRAVY TRAIN
PU R INA

49

12 oz.
pkg.

GOLDEN
RIPE

Jumbo Iceberg
PORKt & BEANS 8 c3a°,3$1 PEAS
6
g4
$1.00
Master
Mor
LETTUCE
$1.89
FaLeOl
25 1341
PIE SHELLS Pol;g2 290

ICE M
EPALPERS
TOWSwu

FRANKS

Quarter

-lb. Anc
pkg.77

BACON

19

qMOUR'S

89c

School Days

TURNER'S

SLICED
Miss Liberty

ENDS & PIECES

Adams Frozen Orange
2blabg )
1

Lb.59C
BREAST
BACKS & NECKS th.10C
LEGS LID 55C
THIGHS iib.55C
FRESH GIZZARDS Lb.39C
FRESH LIVERS
Lb.89C

CAMS

with
coupon

French Fried

POTATO SALAD
BEAN SALAD
MACARONI SALAD
PIMENTO CHEESE
HAM SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD

(cig„ tob & dairy products exc.)

(cig. & tob. exc.)
Void After July 21

, Void fter -July

dm&

•

•••••
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KEERECT-- ONLY
THE GRO66INS
HE KNOWS AIN'T
EXACTLY The
GROG6INS 1
HAPPENS 7' BE
RIGHT NOW!!

me

GeT

results in the loss of life or limb.
The farm tools, equipment, and
livestock necessary to the
operation of a farm present
natural hazards to human safety.
Yet, there are safe ways to
handle livestock. Equipment is
manufactured
with safety
safety on the farm. The Council features, which when used achas put forth some food for cording to guidelines, greatly
reduce the dangers.
thpught:
Although there are many
different types of accidents most
as for tractors and equipment on
have two common elements.
the highways, the 1970 General
First, they are generally the
Assembly passed a slow-moving
result of carelessness or the lack
After
vehicle emblem law.
Secondly,
of proper cautions.
1971, all slow-moving
1,
January
they happen to persons who feel
vehicles sold, leased, or rented
that accidents only happen to the
for use in the Commonwealth
other fellow.
must have the slow-moving
The loss of a human life has
emblem as standard
vehicle
equal when it comes to hum
equipment. After January 1,1973,
tragedy. A serious injury canvehicles
all
slow-moving
cripple a family's economic
operated on public roads must
years,
and
months,
for
structure
display the standard slowin some cases, a lifetime.
moving vehicle emblem.
When all of the consequences
are weighed, we might wonder
why a message of farm safety is
These are mechanical steps
needed at all. it would seem that
greater farm safety.
toward
people-would naturally exert all
must be directed
Attention
the caution necessary for the safe
toivard human elements which
operation of tractors and
contribute to farm accidents...the
equipment.
element wich makes a program
judgement
But knowledge and
for greater farm safety imare often overcome first by the
portant...and worthwhile.
desire for greater speed on the

Farmers Should Be

by R. Van Siren
YER IDEA 0' SPRAYIN' THE
LEADERS 0' GOVERNMENT
BACK 1:3 THE
0' TWENTY
IS A BRILLIANT ONE. HAiRSBY
-04401-i40W'M I SuPPoSED
CLOSE ENOUGH T'
PUSH THE
NOZZLE??

WEDNESDAY-JULY 22 1970

Being mindful of safety is
something every farmer should
practice.
The week of July IS has been
proclaimed "Farm Safety Week"
in Kentucky by Governor Louie
B. Nunn, making this a good time
for all working with agriculture
to survey their safety habits.
Many activities and operations
on the farm are natural hazards
to human safety and require
considerable caution.
Tractors, machinery, and
livestock can deliver serious or
fatal injuries if they are not
handled properly. Small tools
and appliances can also be
dangerous if they are operated
carelessly.
A common fault o( most of us is
to let the pressure oftirnecause us
to rush in doing a job or chore.
Too often what we do in the name
of saving time proves costly.
During the observance of Farm
Safety Week the Kentucky Farm
Safety Council hopes to impress
all of us with the need for greater

ST111.

C)-DO l00
GIVE AN 1604
SILVER DOLLAR
TO EACH KID,FOR
A START I /.1 LIFE?

Sex and egos
both inlyxmlant
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: As• man, i must object to your agreeing
with the clerk in the bookstore who thought it was "belittling" for a wife to insist that her husband buy a book on
"sex techniques."
When I got married, I thought I knew everything there
was to know about being a lover. But not until my wife
insisted that I read a book on "sex techniques" did we ever
have complete mutual fulfilment. It is no more "belittling"
for a wife to insist that her husband read such 2 bock than
it would be if she insisted he read a book on "golf tips" to
improve his game Don't knock education!
AN EDUCATED LOVER
DEAR LOVER: I am not "knocking" education-be it to
Improve one's score on the green nr in the sack. The
bookstore clerk said she had heard wives quarreling loudly
with their husbands, insisting that they "needed" such •
book, and that in her opinion was belittling. I agreed. This
type of "how to" book Is far more effective when purchased
gidedy sad privately presented.

FOREST OWNERSHIP
Ownership of 198 million acres
of forestland in twelve Southern
Pine growing states is divided as
follows:--forest industry, 40
million; government, 17 million;
non-industrial private, 141
million.
Seventy percent of the land is
held by non-industrial private
owners mostly in small individual tracts. Improvement of
the quantity and quality of timber
on these holdings to the same
extent already achieved on industrial and public ownerships is
the main objective of the "Third
Forest" program designed to
double timber growth in the
region.

Land
Transfer

Smithwood De
Corporation, Inc. to:
or Shirley J.
Southgate, Michigan
A. Cochran of Racint
I lot; Lewis E. or
Proffitt of Southgate
lot; Charles R. 01
Everhart of Merr
nessee, 1 lot; Mar
Daryl D. Dicksi
Louisville, 2 lots; F
Troop
Roberta
pentersville, Illinois,
or Geraldine T
Prospect Heights, Il
Mack P. or Opal F :
RayvWe, Louisiana,
Smithwood De
Corporation, Inc. ti
Arthur or Charlene
Dayton, Ohio, 4 lot
Suedmeyer of Full
Thelma L. WeI,çh
Lots; Emmitt
Thomas of Martinsv
2 lots; Morbert T. oi
Harold of Melrose
lots;Horacae or
of
Hipperson
Michigan, 2 lots;
Juanita Jones ofS'
Illinois, 5 lots; Rii
Betty Jean Wea
Humbolt, Tenness
Raymond E. or Jo A
East St Louis, Illinc

Smithwood Do
Corporation,-Inc. to:
Virginia A. Tessli
Village, Illiniois, 2
Ando of Man, West
lots; James K. or A
Springfield, Min(
James L. or Althe
Detroit, Michigan,
neth or Georgia
serorn Illinois. 4 1

for the birds when nurses rand doctors] slip down on the
Now You Know
basics of hygienics.
By United Press International
Hospitals provide lockers and dressing quarters. When
"IRKED" quits wearing her uniform on the street she will
' The earliest record of a New
not be annoyed hy strangers y
.
1_3o stop her and ask for fres
•
ru...let.5.24ks latex
medical advice.- NO NAME, PLEASE...
,4,000 years to ancient Mesopotamia where the new year
Waat's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
began with the new moon
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box snee, Los Angeles, Cal.
closest to the spring equinox.
10063. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope,
The hardest wood anywhere in
the world is Desert Ironwood,
BONUS FOR GIRLS
reports the Southern Forest
SOUTHEND, England (UPI) Institute. The wood is almost as
-An equipment manufacturing heavy as stone. It blunts tools
firm has offered a $12 bonus to and can hardly be cut with a saw.
every
male
employe
who Desert Ironwood is native to the
convinces a girl to work for the Southwest part of the United
company for three months.
'
states.
"We badly need women for
our assembly lines," a compa-,.
fly spokesman said, "and
needless to say it gives our
young bachelor's a wonderful
opening to chat with the girls."

PAM THIRTEEN
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CLASS REUNION—During a reception at the Executive Mansion in Washington President Nixon and the First Lady pose with 36 members of h4934
graduating class from Whittier College in California.
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JOBS GROW WITH TREES
Close to a half million men and
women are now employed in the
production of lumber, plywood
and paper in twelve Southern
Pine growing states.
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6 3`t
-"technically a head covering, should it be removed. upon
entering a Christian church where a man's head is supposed
to be uncovered' How about in an Orthodox Jewish
synagog'
M. B.
DEAR M. H.: A toupee I. not a 'bead covering" ino
same sense that a hat would be. It's • "head covering" as
hair would be. I A man would not remove his toupee whea
entering a Christian church any more than he would remove
his hair. In an Orthodox Jewish synagog a man's head is
supposed to be covered. But if the man is bald and has
covered his baldness with a toupee, be still must cover his
head with a hat.
DEAR ABBY: For many years, a woman who calls
herself my "best friend" has given me gifts which I feel
certain were given to her
She give me a necklace Made of seashells.
I'm sure her friend in Hawaii sent them to her as no one
around here wears them. Last Christmas she gave me a
large box of dusting powder, but she had overlooked a tag on
the bottom which read. "TO LYDIA FROM NORA " IMy
7 name is Marjorie
My husband had a similar experience For his last
birthday, his brother was here for dinner, and he brought
along a box of chocolates. He must have known they were old
because he kept remarking that they were probably "white"
because it was a new kind of "Dutch chocolate." When we
opened the box, the candy was white and hard and all dried
out We threw it away because it wasn't fit to eat
Abby, are we really expected to send a gushy thank you
note for a gift we know the giver tried to save money on'
SICK OF IT
DEAR SICK: A simple "thank you" for remembering the
occasion Is all that's necessary. A "gushy".F or insincere
account of bow "delighted" you were with the "lovely" gift
would be hypocritical.
DEAR ABBY • Re "IRKED." the nurse who is constantly
stopped while off duty and asked for "medical advice"
because she is wearing her uniform
•
Your uniform has no business whatsoever to be worn
outside your place of employment This is a disgusting habit
of American nurses, who think nothing of driving their cars,
doing their shopping, and going places in their snow white
attire
A nurse myself [with a background of European
training] I was Appalled to see my colleagues in this country
stepping inside the hospital and caring for patients wearing
the same clothes..in which moments ago they were walking
along dirty, dusty streets' Penicillin and all antibiotics are

our Lot or New Home

:30 Ironsido
ror

:•• I ronsido

9

Tg:

This development has everything for desirable living.
• WELL RESTRICTED
• HAS ALL MODERN IKPROVEMENTS
and CONVENIENCES • CITY WATER
• SEWER
• NATURAL GAS
• UNDERGROUND ELECTRICITY
• CABLEVISION & TELEPHONE
• NO UTILITY POLES IN SIGHT
• CURBS AND GUTTERS WITH PAVED
STREETS
• CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

This colum

is
Internal Reve,
service to ta3
most frequent
tax matters

t=.esth

We don't mean to offend, but if
you do, you should make a fast 7-minute
stop 8 a.m, til midnight at
Convenient Food Mart.

Garg

%cyan

You'll save 20% or more on top,
name brand mouthwashes and oral
hygenics in popular sizes at
Convenient's new Discount Health and
Beauty Aids Department. In fact,
you'll save at least 20% on all the
health and beauty aids at Convenient Food Mart.
Go to Convenientand offend no more. You'll save instead.

JERRY M. JONES or JIMMY RICKMAN

0..nrral

:00 News; Wtt
,aa_xas Tadao
-41
Yonis
10
°
Tøig
:00 Ti Award
A. :30 The AWN

You must
„ seelhe newly paved
street where all of unit one
has just been completed.

The property is perfectly located
for convenience and quiet residential living.
• Several new homes for sale,
but only a few lots left in Unit
One.
• Or you may want to buy a lot
for the future in undeveloped
Unit Two and save.

:30 Droning',

800 CHESTNUT STREET
Murray, Kentucky
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Land
Transfers
Smithwood Development
Corporation, Inc. to: Hunter C.
or Shirley J. Proffitt of
Southgate, Michigan; 1 lot. Joe
A. Cochran of Racine, Wisconsin,
1 lot; Lewis E. or Dolores C
Proffitt of Southgate, Michigan, 1
lot; Charles R. or Sharon S.
Everhart of Memphis, Tennessee, 1 lot; Marcella M. or
Daryl D. Dickson Jr. of
Louisville, 2 lots; Robert B. or
Troop
Roberta
of
Carpenterrrille, Illinois, 3 lots; Karl
or Geraldine T Schmied of
Prospect Heights, Illinois,2 tots;
Mack P. or Opal F Bradshaw cf
Rayville, Louisiana, 3 lots.
Smithwood Development
Corporation, Inc. to : William
Arthur or Charlene Phillips of
Dayton, Ohio, 4 lots; Mary M.
Suedmeyer of Fulton, 2 lots;
Thelma L. Weleh of Fulton, 2
lots; Emrnitt E. or Emily J
Thomas of Martinsville, Indiana,
2 lots; Morbert T. or Emanda L.
Harold of Melrose Park,
lots;Horacae or Margaret
Melvindale,
Hipperson
of
Michigan, 2 lots; Dorman or
Juanita Jones ofStreamwood,
Illinois, 5 lots; Richard T. or
Betty Jean Weatherton of
Humbolt, Tennessee, 4 lots;
Raymond E. or Jo Ann Adams of
East St Louis, Illinss. 2 lots.
Smithwood Development
Corporation,-Inc. to: Frank R. or
Virginia A. Tessling of Sauk
Village, Illiniois, 2 lots; Irene
Ando of Man, West Virginia, 2
lots; James K. or Ada Powell of
Springfield, Illinois, 3 lots;
James L. or Althea B Fort of
Detroit, Michigan, 4 lots; Kenneth or Georgia Cundiff of

A itrorp

TlItnnis. 4 lots: WY nr

Dorothy Anita Moreland of Oak of Humboldt, Tennessee, 2 lots
Park, Illinois, 2 lots; John L. Smithwood Development
Yopp of Homewood, Illinois, 2 Corporation, Inc. to: Donald G.
lots; Carl E. or Barbara A. Sims or Jean Ness of Chicago Ridge,
of Decatur, Illinois, 6 lots; Willie Illinois, 1 lot; Donald W. Wahle of
or Annabelle Cooksey of Chicago. 111, 2 lots: William J or
Springfield, Illinois, 2 lots; Karl Lucille Ferrell of Harvey
S. or Florence Boehm of Melrose Illinois, 1 lot; Robert E. or Edna
Park, Illinois, 10 lots; Clarence E R. Bayne of Shelbyville, Indiana,
or Mary A Jowers of East Alton, 1 lot; Waller or Slifroo Newmann
Illinois, 2 lots; Harry N. or Ella of Chicago, Illinois, 2 lots; Glen
May Pounds of Advance, In- R. Gardner or Ronald L.
diana, I lot; Claude or Grace Sabourin of Dearborn Heights,
Parnell of Indianapolis, Indiana, Michigan, 6 lots; J. L. or Gladys
1 lot; Robert D. Miller or James
E. Davis of Wayne, Michigan, 6
R. Sanderson of Park Forest, lots; David Allen of Wayne,
Illinois, hot;
Michigan, 2 lots; Lowell H. or
Samuel R. Harris, 5 lots; Viola
Carl B. or Mary E Tinsley of Rankin of Indianapolis, Indiana,
Kokomo, Indiana, 1 lot; Clay 2 lots; Joseph L. or Pearl
K.Ftagan of Louisville, 1 lot; Aldridge of Carterville, Illinois,
Linda Star Jocobson of Dekalb, lots; Fay or Elouise Jordan of
Illinois, 2 lots; Carthel Coffey of Chicago,Illinois, 3 lots; Elmer E.
Shelbyville, Indiana, 1 lot; or Ruth E. Worthy of Rantoul,
Harvey F. or Joel W. or Jerry A. Illinois, 1 lot; Harry L. or Elsie L.
Dethloff, Jr. of Adrian, Michigan, Mathis of Indianapolis, Indiana, 2
I lot;
lots; John L. or Virginia C.
Martin of Fort Campbell, I lot.
Alvin C. or Sarah E. Thorne of
Palisade, Minnesota,2 lots;(Alen
H. or Wirune Gray of Melrose
Park, Illinois, 1 lot; Ernmitt
Thomas of Martinsville, Indiana,
2 lots; Merl E. or Norman D.
Jones of Northlake, Illinois, 9
Coffey
lots;
Carthel
of
Shelbyville,Indiana,1 lot; Robert
K. or Judith R. Loper of
Logansport, Indiana, 2 lots.
Smithwood Development
Corporation, Inc. to: Merton L.
or June S. Kettinger of Columbus,
Mississippi, 2 lots; Andreae or
Mary or Ella Collins of
Lexington, 3 lots; Willard Dallas
•
or Nellie Ferguson of Louisville, 2
lots; Robert or Margaret Buckley
of Granby, Connecticut, 2 lots;
Robert W. Howell of Clawson,
Michigan, 6 lots; Norman or
Loretta Kemrnerzell of Pleasure
Ridge Park, 2 lots; Donald P.
Muratori of Chicago, Ill., 2 lots;
Earle M. or Wilma J. Parept.e.
au.
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News;
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Show
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ib59C

it) 49C

FitVimmi* TENDEREST

BEEF IN TOWN

FIELD'S

CRADDOCKS

SAUSAGE

FIELD'S

CHESTNUT

Swift's
Premium

BACON WIENERS

.59c

lb 69c

FROZEN FOODS

PRODUCE

BERTINE

STRAWBERRIES

A /.1.00

'
41

lAos
/b. i 7L

TOMATOES

3/89c
79c GRAPEFRUIT

ibs.25c
2 for1 9c
ibl Oc

ONIONS
WHITE

12 oz.

SEALD SWEET

ORANGE JUICE

00

120Z.
3/$1

all flavors except ham

BANQUET

HOME GROWN
YELLOW

ALL FLAVORS

COFFEE CAKE

CHRYSLER SHOOTINGS —
James Johnson Jr., 35,
looks calm in custody in
Detroit in the fatal shooting of three fellow workers
in Chrysler's axle plant. He
had lie-en suspended

GOOD THRU
JULY 28th...

LEAN MEATY

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

SARAH LEE PECAN

q)

IMMAIMINCARI

SHORT RIBS PORK STEAK
of BEEF

„

PIES

Nanny

WEDNESDAY—JULY Zt, 1970
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pretty girl volunteer in the
Cambodia army seems
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Internal Revenue
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

Q) Is it true that stock market losses are only partially
deductible under the new tax
law?
A The new law does make
changes in the handling of
long-term capital lotuses. These
losses can still be used to offset capital gains, hut when
long-term capital losses are
greater than capital gains,
each $1 of the -loss can be
used to offset only 50c of ordi-nary incorne.•
- •

OELMONTE

training at a base outside
Phnom Penh, the capital.

COCKTAIL
4/$1

GIANT

47$1

49
RITZ

303 Cans

EXTRA LARGE 38 OZ.

Lb. Carr

have a cancelled
check for the payment also
indicate any numbers stamped
on the check by IRS. This will
help trace the payment.

2/490

FLOOR SHINE

u es on rave exp nses are
This cautnriOrquisTriciis alia- answers on f sera
detailed in Publication 463,
the local office of the U.S. Travel, Entertainment and
tax matters is pros-le4

sent.
If you

SAUSAGE

590
99C

NEW JOHNSON'S

COFFEE CRACKERS WESSON OIL

A) If you have paid the tax
recently you can disregard the
notice. It was probably issued
before the payment had been
credited to your account.
However, if the payment
was made more than four
weeks ago retiirn the notice,
indicating whili the payment
was made and where it was

Lb

40z.

Sports

MAXWELLHOUSE

Q) What should you do if
you get a bill for taxes you've
already paid?

KELLY'S

hams

WHOLE
590th SHANK PORTION
BUTT PORTION 69CLb CENTER SLICES
HAM ROAST Lb89C

3Lbcar,64

Game

FULLY COOKED

Gift Expenses. For a free
.
copy write your District Director.

Q) Can a self-employed inShort-term capital losses dividual set up his own retirecontinue to offset ordinary in- ment plan?
come dollar for dollar.
A) Yes, if you ive In busiQ) I work two jobs and both ness for yourself you may deemployers are taking out So- duct your contributions to a
cial Security. Can I do any- self-employed retirement plan,
provided that the contributhing about it?
tions are based on earned inA) The law requires each come. Your business can be
employer to withhold Social either full or part-time.
Security tax on the first $7,800
For details, send a post card
of an employee's wages. If to your District 'Director and
more than the maximum of ask for a -copy of Publication
$374.40 is withheld for Social
566, Questions anti Answers
Security tax in 1970 because on Retirement Plans for the
you had more than one em- Self-Employed. It's free.
ployer, you can claim a credit
for the excess on your 1970
Q) There have been WIMP
income tax return.
changes in my tax situation
Q) I do a lot of traveling on since I filled out my estimated
my new job. Whit kind of rec- return in April. Can I change
ords should I keep on my food it now?
and lodging coats?
A) Yes, recompute your
A) A cancelled check to- estimated tax on the workgether with a bill stamped sheet included in your 1040ES
paid can be used to establish package before you make your
the amount of your lodging thijd instalivnent payment in
•nil the date. A diary or simi- September. The amended tux
lar record of your meal costs figure and the new payment
is acceptable if entries are amount should be shown on
made when the costs are in- the voucher you send in with
curred.
sour plynient.
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PILLSBURY
FLAKY STYLE

TEA

BISCUITS

WITH FREE GLASS

BUTTERMIL
SWEET MI.

8-Oz.

2/1R
JOHNSON'S COUPON

Save

oc

9c ilTumpoN

ICE
MILK

JELLIES

/2
IGal

PKG. OF 6

TIDE
GIANT SIZE

43t

VAN CAMP

SUN
DROP

PORK &
BEANS
4/$1 25t
/030i
COLA

75C

9 6Z. BOTTLES
(Limit 4)

-(wpoN I xpotis AUG. 7

JOHNSON'S
COUPON

VAt.UAPI.F

COUPON

W11111111

3 It 1 ni

WORTH 15c.
ON PURCHASE

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 1 LB CAN OF

MAXWELL HOUSE'
on KIVU Pin - COFFEE
AT JOHNSON S GROC.
1LB. CAN ONLY7

MIDWEST

3/89t

0'2;1:7

L &M

BAMA ASSORTED
18 OZ.

ivlaxwELi

rotiousl

ONE COUPON PEN FAMILY • OFFEN EEP1RES, AUG 7_

OF 6 OZ. IAR
OF INSTANT

MAXWELL
HOUSE

COFFEE

GIANT SIZE
BOLD
ONLY

WITH THIS COUPON

PRICE

WITHOUT
courom

.
*Emu
Neuf!

0000
(",:r JOHNSON'S GROC
7-28-70

OPFER EXPiRES

IMIT 1 COUPON PEP PUP

HASE

to
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Victim's Sistitr Surprise Witness

Suspect Held To Grand Jury
In Murder Of Missing Girl
PRINCETON, Ky., July 20 John T. Hale was bound over
to the Caldwell County grand
jury this afternoon after tealmoney by a woman who all but
said she saw him murder her
sister who has been missing
since June, 1966.
The 65-year-old former Caldwell County farmer appeared for
the examining trial before
County Judge Thomas Morse in
a courtroom that was packed
with more than 400 persons.

room since former Gov. A. B. father of the girl Hale was ac(Happy) Chandler spoke there in cused of murdering. Denham
the 1950's.
said the last time he saw his
Hale is accused of murdering daughter was around June 2,
Miss Katherine Denham, 21, and 1966, and that he reported her
his arrest corresponds with the disappearance to authorities a
discovery of a decomposed fe- few days later.
The father said he was at the
male body found in a cistern on
site where the body was recovera deserted farm on July 9.
The farm is owned by Mrs. ed and wa-s able to identify the
Ames Denham, no relation to remains of his daughter.
He said he based his identifithe girl thought to be deceased,
and is located about 7I„i miles cation upon examination of the
teeth and parts of the. limbs
east of Princeton on Ky. 91.
cistern.
Many county officials comAuthorities have assumed the found in the
Denham's ability to identify
mented it was the largest crowd
body to be that of Miss Denham,
remains as those of his
assembled in the upstairs court
although Deputy Coroner Wil- the
daughter was challenged by
his
to
that
testified
Morgan
liam
Grace.
knowledge no positive identifiDuring his testimony, Denham
cation has been made.
accusing Hale of the murThe Commociwealth's surterise began
der of his daughter, but was
form
of
the
came
in
witness
stopped when Grace objected.
Mrs. Carolyn Campbell, 26,
In cross examination, Grace
Princetom sister of Miss Denbrought out the fact that Miss
ham.
Denham had been at a local
Mrs. Campbell said her sister beauty shop shortly before her
was pregnant and that Hale and disappearance.
another man took part in perThe second witness called by
forming an abortion on her in the Commonwealth was William
By ROBERT KAYLOR
Madisonville.
Martin, who was serving as
PHNOM PENH UPI)-CamShe said she saw her sister at Caldwell County sheriff in 1966.
bodian troops battled to keep a house trailer in Madisonville
He said the girls' parents reCommunist units from captur- less than a week after Miss Denported
her as missing around
ing one of the government's ham had been reported missing
June 6, 1966, and investigation
main ,military training centers by her parents, and at that time
northwest of Phnom Peny today Miss Denham was "pretty sick" at that time failed to locate her.
He added both the girl's mother
in one of the 10 clashes because of the recent abortion.
and father came to his office to
reported from all sides of the
Hale and another man were at report her disappearance.
city.
the house trailer at the time,
In cross examination, Martin
Guerrilla soldiers attacked adding that he had threatened
the center at Ftomeas, 40 miles to kill both . Mrs. Campbell and said he was told by members of
the Denham family that she had
from the capitol, Monday under Miss Denham.
been seeing Hale, but that he
an intense mortar barrage but,
Mrs. Campbell then testified
military spokesman said, were that at a later date she saw her hadno grounds to arrest Hale
at. that time,.terming the. report
--held at iay throllsruipitt •.
011" str .13a0e",lariehotise tn
C.
- nearsay.'
night and into this morning by Caldwell County and at that
the government defenders.
time Hale said he was going to
The government of Premier kill Miss Denham.
Lon Nol is using the Ftomeas
Mrs. Campbell said she was
APPLICATIONS INVITED
training center in its attempt to taken from the room where Hale
FOR ANTI-CRIME FUNDS
mold an effective army from and her sister were by the same
rag-tag volunteers and draftees. man that was with Hale at the
The Kentucky Crime ComThe army is low on both arms house trailer in Madisonville.
mission is sending guidelines to
and ammunition.
After leaving the room, she all state and local governmental
Military spokesman in Phnom heard a shot. Mrs. Campbell agencies on how they may apply
Penh said Cambodian troops said, adding that she has kept to share in $2.9 million federal
had recaptured an outpost at quiet about the alleged incident matching funds for crimeSrang, 30 miles southwest of for four years because she had fighting projects.
the capital, and had cleared the been threatened.
Applications may be submitted .
mountain resort at Kirirom, 56
Mrs. Campbell said she did from Aug. 1 to Sept. 30, Charles L.
milessouth-southwest of
the not believe that Hale was the Owen, executive director of the
city, in fighting Monday.
person who made her stater commission, said. Seventy-five
Cambodian troops were re- pregnant.
per cent of the money is for city
ported launching a sweep
Also testifying for the corn- and county law-enforcement
around Kirirom, the resort nionwealth was Sheriff Jimmy agencies; the
other 25 per cent,
town held by the Communists Jones, who said Hale was armed for state agencies.
for six days until last Thurs- at the time he was taken into
day, following a' guerrilla custody near Calvert City. The
attack from Chateau d'Etat, sheriff said Hale had recently
the former retreat of ousted moved to Marshall County.
- Prince Norodom Sihanouk.
An objection by defense atSpokesmen
listed
other torney Joe Grace, Paducah, pre.;clashes near Kompong Thom vented the sheriff from going
southwest of Phnom Penh, near into further detail about the
ISvay Rieng east of the capital, type of weapon found on Hale at
sand on the banks of Tonle Sap, the time of his arrest.
The sheriff, who was at the
the lake northwest of the city.
The South Vietnamese fought cistern at the time the body
was recovered, said searchers
the biggest battle near the
first found the lower portion of
Cambodian town of Tuk Mess
the body and the upper portion
about 140 miles west-southwest
of the body was at the bottom
of Saigon, killing 52 Red troops
of the water-filled cistern.
god _ rant uring,_91
5-urmneidmniiy were
spokesmen said. The South
at the scene and viewed the reVietnamese said they lost three
mains with the father saying he
dead and 11 wounded
was able to make an identificaLater Monday, spokesmen tion
after examining the teeth
said, South Vietnamese militia- and
shape of the limbs.
"t bs Armored
The sheriff said he received a
• vehicles killed 22 motbe Commu- call
from a state police detective
nist troops in fightfng near the who in
turn told him that he had
South Vietnamese border town received
a tip about the where'Nth
of
Bien, 115 miles west- abouts of
the body
southwest of Saigon.GovernNeither the sheriff nor any
ment casualties were two
"MISS AMERICA" is the
other witness for the common• wounded.
goal now of Grace Elaine
In a third battle near Chipou wealth offered any explanation
Bird, MoUnt Union College
in the Parrot's Beak sector of as to why authorities linked
student, shown after winCambodia 45 miles west of Hale with the charge of murderning the "Miss Ohio" title
ing
the
girl.
Saigon, other South Vietnamese
at Sandusky. Actually,
troops killed 27 Communist
The sheriff also testified that
she's a_yennsylvanian.
soh:tiers white • suffering
severe shatglin pellets were
wounded, spokesmen said.
found in the cistern but could
Reports from Phnom Penh not say whether any were in
said guerrillas had burned the the flesh
government outpost at Srang,
In addition, he said, one 1230 miles southwest of the
Cam- gauge shotgun shell was also
bodian capital, and still held
the found in the cistern along with
vWage.
an axle, some wires and rocks.
•• The Cambodians reported
Jones said searchers were at
✓ continued pressure on., the the scene
from 3:30 p.m. until
highway between Phnom Penh about 10 p.m. that
night.
and the nation's only deepwater
Bay Denham, brother of Miss
port at Kompong Sam on the
Denham, said he was with his
Gulf of Thailand.
sister and Hale one night When
Allied communiques reported Hale took
them to a motel and
light and scattered action
in ordered Denham at gunpoint to
South Vietnam Monday
get in bed with his sister.
A U. S. Marine patrol killed
He said he went to the bath10 North Vietnamese soldiers room instead
and a few minutes
late Monday, in a ftrefight 23 later all three
left and Hale
miles south-southwest of De threatened to shoot
him if he
'Nang. The
Marines
were told anyone about the events at
supported by helicopter won_ the motel.
ships, and there were no
The examing trial, which was
American casualties.
scheduled to start at 10 a.m. toA terrorist grenade exploded day, did not get under way until
Monday night against a house Shortly after 11 a.m Spectators
at the hamlet of Vinh Hanh, milled around the outside of the
about five miles southwest, of Circuit Court room until Hale
BACK FROM DEAD - Cph
Saigon. Spokesmen said the was brought to the Court Houle.
Robert E. Madewell, 20, is
blast killed one Vietnamese
Accompanied by his wife, and
flanked by two county officersa• alive and- recuperating at
civilian and wounded nine
Memphis Naval Air StaCommunist gunners Monday Hale was brought to the Courtnight and early today shelled House from, the Cour ty Jail - tion Hospital. after being
p ton° u nee'd dead .and
eight targets in South Vietnam across the tireet.
spentlina six hours in the
The first witness called by the
with rockets or mortar fire. No
morgue at 15ii Nang. South
major cities were listed among Commonwealth was William
Vietnam. lie moaned and
Denham, 65, Princeton Route 4.
the tareets
someone .heard him. '
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Pennwalt Corporation Sets Expansion At Calvert City
CALVERT CITY, Ky.. July 20
-Pennwalt Corporation today
announced a multi-million-dollar expansion of its fluOroplastic
plant at the Calvert City works.
The announcement of the project was made by James McWhirler, vice president of Pennwalt's Chemicals division. Construction already has begun GO
the expansion, and the new facilities are expected to be in
full production before the end of
the year, he said.
The expansion here will more 1

than double Pennwalt's output of
vanous grades of its high-performance fluoroplastic, accordinz to the annciP'"enIent.
The designer and contractor
for the addition to the plant is
Crawford & Russell, Inc., Stamford, Conn.
Developed by Pennwalt and
sold in commercial quantities
since 1965, the fluoroplastic is a
versitile fluorine-bearing polymer (polyvinylidene fluoride)

•1
•

Newspapers are one of the
biggest users of forest products,
reports the Southern Forest
Institute.
The newsprint on
which this newspaper is produced
is a special kind of paper
manufactured expecially for that
purpose.
Since newsprint is
made largely from wood fiber,
Some 30,000 high school
States newspapers like
graduates in the nation are United
one consume more than 5,500
known to be -functional lib- this
acres of timber every day, over
tera tes," reading at less than
two million acres a year.
fifth -Trade les

strong acids and alkalies, is
tough and strong, and can be
formed in various ways. Custom molded shapes as well as
film, sheet, rod, tube and filament forms are sold to fabricators for specialized applications.
is being user' at a rapidlyincreasing rate in the electrical,
electronics, chemical processing
aerospace, automotive and packaging industries.
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FOR I
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trailer, 10 I

0VP

Troops Battle
To Keep Reds
Out Of Center

Ti

One grade is a special resin
which is used as a base for
long-life exterior architectural
finishes. Used cm metal siding
and other metal surfaces, it has
exceptional qualities of adhesion
and outstanding resistance to
weathering, fading, impact and,
abrasion.

serving high-performance applications. It resists attack of

Alone 753-7858

FACTORY BUR
over truck cantle
11575.00. Phone 7

TWO SSTS of
ere Phone 7534
p.

es
Fresh Fryer Parts

ASSUME PAYM1
per month on
piano at Leach's
Dixieland
Shia;
Phone 753-7575.

112 New)

USED
GOOD
Single door with
the top. Phone
3949 after 4:00 I

29t
690

Box-O-Chickea

Lb
'

First Cut

Pork Chops

USED GE Eli
Phone 753-1988.

Lb'

Super -Right

RABBITS, ALL
for pets or br
753-8506.

Chunk

iologaa

Lb

ow

1970 HONDA_ TI
color Like Ise
Phone 753-9300,

Chunk

Braunschwelger

Lb. 69‘Noottern Jumbo

Towels

3.0.1,890

1963 VOLICSWA(
cation. 1969 BS
Phone 762-4252.

4FF411 390

1968 HONDA,
condition
good
mare and colt,
rocking mare,
laud. Phone 75:
9580.

Northern Bathroom

3-Lb. Pkg. Or Mors

Ground Beef

Lb

-Tissee
(34
Marvel
'
Fig Bars

-

690
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'390

ALL BEEF
A

PORK ROAST
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7-RIB PORTION

HAMBURGER

18 FOOT COBA
full 40 Magnum
trailer. Phone 4
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on 50' x 120' 14
Patio. Inquire
Morgan Boat Do,
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OR SPLIT

t

Lt.
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Green Peppers
Cucumbers
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Juicy
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Lemons

Dos
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Lb.
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18,000 BTU AI
Like new. Dunn
pliance, 118 Sou
Murray.
COMPLETE

RIPE

SANDWICH MAD

22 CUBIC FOO'l
er deluxe model
luxe sewing mat
cabinet, all ate
fancy stitching
er, like new. Vin
holstered high
753-7810.

YOUR CHOICE1

Newberg 30's

Dsytime IS';
Pompon
•
-•
Owls', 30's

$1.58
87t
81.58

SPOTS before
your new car
them with Blu
electric sham),
ern Auto. HOMI
Mg Well.
ENGLISH Gra
Walnut. Over
Westmintster et
fectly. 8235. 7!
TWO, BASSET
registered, mat
large type, ale
like new. Phoi
HOME FREEZI
excellent
con
cheap. Phohe
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SeIl7froYie

Successor To PAEOC
May Be Formed

:fihe
NISRS/17
meow THE
Waite

NOTICE
•

Ite Craft ,--liousr
CREWEL - NEEDLEPOINT - YARNS
DECOUPAGE - PAPER TOL'E - LAMP KITS

C. W.

am, DORTHA

5. JONES

OWNERS

PC* SALE
FOR RALE OR RENT: BOON
trailer, 10' x 51', 111 model.
Phone 753-7866 or 753421L
August-14
' FACTORY BUILT 10 ft. cab
over truck camper. Sleeps four.
9875.00. Phone 733-7830. TFC
TWO SETS of Mad wheel covers. Phone 753-4516 after 6:00
TTNC
p.m.
ASSUME PAYMENTS of $18.25
per month on Walnut Spinet
piano at Leach's Music & TV,
Center.
Shopping
Dixieland
Phone 753-7575.
July-22-C
refrigerator.
USED
GOOD
Single door with freezer across
the top. Phone Puryetu- 247TF'NC
3949 after 4:00 p.m.
USED GE ELECTRIC range.
1-23-C
Phone 753-1906.
RABBITS, ALL sizes, all types,
for pets or breeding. Phone
1-23-P
753-8505.
1970 HONDA_ 700 CC, gold in
color. Like new, 300 miles.
Phone 753-9300. $1200.00.
J-23-P
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, good condition. 1969 BSA motorcycle.
1-23-P
Phone 762-4252.
1968 HONDA, 1970 Yamaha,
Registered
condition.
good
mare and colt, small horse,
racking mare, hackney pony
stud. Phone 753-1348 or 753.1-23-C
9580.
18 FOOT COBAL.. - boat with
full 40 Magnum engine a n d
trailer. Phone 436-2198.
1.22-C
ONE BEDROOM house
on 50' x 120' lot. 1954
Patio. Inquire Thelma
Morgan Boat Dock.

trailer
Alma.
Smith,
1-27-P

22 CUBIC FOOT upright frees,
er deluxe model. Kenmore deluxe sewing machine in Maple
cabinet, all attachments f o r
fancy stitching plus buttonholer, like new Wood framed upholstered high chair. Phone
753-7810.
1-23-P
18,000 BTU AIR conditioner.
Like new. Dunn's TV and Appliance, 118 South 12th Street,
Murray.
1-23-C
COMPLETE STEAM

Furnace

mounted blower radiators. All
valves, pipes etc. included.
Needs to be removed from
down town building by August
1st. First $100 buys all. See Ed
F. Kirk or call 753-1283.
FORTY FEET of rough work
benches, fifty feet of wood
storage bins and shelving.
$25.00 for the lot. Needs to be
moved by August 1st. See Ed
F. Kirk or call 753-1283.
1-27.0
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies.
pick of seven. To be registered. Call or see Howard G. Bucy
153-1861, Alien, Kentucky.
1-28-C
WRINGER TYPE washing machine, Speed Queen, nearly
new. Refrigerator and stove.
1-24-P
Phone 753-3581.

HELP WANTED

WATER FRONT lot, Pine Bluff
Shores (No. 204) commanding
view of Kentucky Lake. Shaded by many large Oak trees.
By owner, $2,805.00. Phone 753July-23-C
7683.

WANTED: Baby sitter, also do
light housekeeping. For school
term. Must furnish own transportation. Phone 753-7166.
1-23-C

KENIANA SHORES - large
lake front lots - $2795 to $4,493 - Free water "tap in" restricted - small monthly
payments at simple 8% inter1-25-C
est. Phone 436-5320.

whicn served McCracken, Marshall, Graves and Calloway
counties,.was plagued by internal strife and was the target of
criticism by the funding Office
of Economic Opportunity.
All of that ended Monday
afternoon as Curlee Brown, executive PAEOC director, performed his final official act as
he closed and locked the PAEOC
office door in the basement of
the West Kentucky Area Vocational School.
The agency had been operating on a provisional grant of
$62,540 which expired June 30
with 0E0 refusing to grant any
additional funds to the agency.
Since that time through Monday, the program has been undergoing a phase-out operation.
However, regional 0E0 officials already have indicated
there is good chance of another
anti-poverty program being es
tablished in the area under different leadership.
0E0 officials today said that
approximately.1177,000 has been
macie available in the new fiscal
year to state 0E0 division in
F*.cvNIAtte•"sisitttle any outstanding debts of PAEOC and to help
start a new program.
The outstanding debts would
3e paid from $70,000 which has
been earmarked for "local initiative" in the four county area.
Any money left over after the
ledger has. been 'cleared cpulC1
be used by a new anti-povert3
agency as it sees fit, according
to Benny Solomon, 0E0 supervisor for Kentucky.
In addition to the $70,000 to
settle old accounts, $50,000 in
new funds have been allocated
for family planning programs
and another $57,000 has been
slated for emergency food and
medical supplies in the event a

new agency comes into existence, Solomon said.
At least $15,000 of the "local
initiative" money would have to
be used as back pay for three
women fired by Brown in October, 1968 because the executive
director felt the women were
undermining the anti-poverty
TATE JUDGE- --Superior Court
program.
Fired were Mrs. Anita Jack- Judge Charles Older (above)
son, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy is presiding in Los Angeles
Walker, Mayfield and Mrs. Lor- at the first degree murder
raine Mathis, Paducah. The trial of hippie guru Charles
women were ordered rehired byl Manson and three young
omen cultists In the actres9
0E0 but Brown refused to do so.,
After the program was de- Sharon Tate murder rase,
funded in March, 1969, it was
agreed by the board members
-as a condition of the provisiondirectors with one-third of its
al grant-to submit the matter
members being public officials,
to an American Arbitration Asone third from the poor and
sociation hearing examiner and
the other one-third from a crossabide by the decision.
section of the community.
The decision was made to reinstate the three women, but
It is not expected that Brown
once again Brown refused tc
put the women on the payroll, will head any new anti-poverty
maintaining that the agency did set 413 in the area. 0E0 offinot have the funds to give the :lets on several occasions exwomen the back paykequired. pressed displeasure with
The state DEO division has Brown's method of operation
been empowered to pay the and many persons feel this diswomen back pay from the time pleasure was instrumental in the
they were fired through last final decision to cut off operamonth, less any money they tional funds.'
might have earned on other jobs
Brown indicated last week
during that period of time.
Also not to be included in the that he will make no effort to
totaling of money owed is the revive the dead agency as he
pitflia? a'Lime'lam year wnen hitt IlLoncti Lire
trip
the PAEOC was without any to internal strife and lack of
form of funding, Solomon said. action by the -board members.
Solomon said the 0E0 office
Brown has not indicated what
is willing to assist any local
group that shows interest in set- he plans to do now that he no
ting up a War on Poverty pro- longer heads the PAEOC. He
hinted that a job with the fedgram.
Any new agency would have eral government may be in the
basically the same set-up as the offing, adding that he has alPAEOC with an executive di- ways been interested in civil
rector and staff and a board of rights work.

1; Mfg

SHOE
SALE
A•••••coqk

+.
•rn, 4+.

TWO-BEDROOM
unfurnished
duplex apartment, central heat,
SERVICES OFFERED
air conditioned, carpeted, stove.
mom
Couples only. Phone 753-8067.
CARPENTRY: new or remodelJuly-23-P
ing. For free estimates call
Hawley Bucy 492-8120 after 5 VACANT MOBILE home, priAug -11-C vate yard. $7000 per month.
p. m.
Also guitar and mandolin for
SHOE STORE
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
sale. Phone 753-8337.
1-22-C
small appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 512 R. LARGE COMMERCIAL buildI AM NOT responsible for any South 12th Street Phone 753- ing, down town area. 4000 sq
debts other than my own. Sign- 6067.
TFC *et. Retail outlet, warehouse
ed, Kenneth H. Wilson. J-23-P
FLOOR SANDING and finish- or office space Owner will reSECRET BIDS now being taken ing, new and old floors, work model to suite tenant. See Ed
Kirk qr call 753-1283. 1-27-C
for upkeep of Ivy Cemetery. anti
25 ears es riance., F.

re

ick

Mts.
tact Billy Wells, Mike Falwell Route 2, 42083; phone 376-2996.
Phone 753-5087 after 5:00 p.m.
or Otis Falwell before SaturAugust-7-C
1-22-P
day, July 25 at 10:00 am. at
which time one of the bidden
1LARGE THREE bedroom lake
will be selected.
1-23-C
front cottage on lake Rent by
day or week. Phone 753-7573.
MIDWAY BARBER SHOP will
J-MC
be closed July 22 through July
1-23-C
29
NICE FURNISHED one bedroom apartment, carpeted, and
BELTONE factory fresh hearair conditioned. Located 100
ing aid batteries for all make
South 13th Street. Married couhearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
ple only. Kelly's Pest Control.
H-1-T-C
No phone calls please. J-23-C

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

01.

,-.6000110111111 sesaa,

•

-Cential
Paving Co.

Mil ESTIMATE
TUBS'S $7UD1a

NEW DUPLEX, unfurnished,
two bedroom, fully carpeted, '
central heat, dish washer, garb,. aga-diaptiiiiL...P.hona_753aMIL.

, 753-4199

am.11/.11.

Now Open 10 a. m. -6 p. in.
Tuesday thru Saturday
Other Settings Welcome
by: Appointment

223 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-3007
July-25-NC

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs,
rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies to purchase. Used Spinet
Pianos and °macs. Lonardo
AUTOS Pat BALI
Piano Company, "Your Complete Music Store". Paris and MED MT, four wheel drive,
Martin, Teneessee.
low milempe, boo two topa. Call
ITC
733-71180.
SPOTS before your eyes - on
your new carpet - remove
them with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Western Auto. Home of "The Wishing Well.

REAL ESTATE POI SALE

By CARL MANNING, Sus-Democrat Staff Writer
The Purchase Area Economic Opportunity Council is dead
but from the ashes of its ruin someday may rise another War on
Poverty agency for the four-county area.
Almost from the time of its inception in 1966, the agency

TRAINEE
High school graduate, under
30, up to $40000 month.
BOOKKEEPER
Female, $70.00 week, good
benefits.
SALESMAN
POE SALA
Need two. Will train. Local
DON'T THROW that rug away. KENIANA SHORES - Large position. Salary to $60000
Clean it with Blue Lustre. You lots in mobile home section - month.
TRAINEE
can rent a shampooer for only Full price $895 - Lake access
Central water available - Service business, $63n0.00 Year.
$1.00 at Big K.
J-254 $10 down and $10 per-montH Will train for management.
11.40( TO BROADWAY-Ruby
GE ELECTRIC stove in excel- Phone 438-5320.
1-25-C
QUALITY CONTROL
Keeler (file photo), queen of
ent condition. Phone 753-1694.
Garment Industry, must have
movie musicals in the 1930s
Also 100% virgin wool rugs, 9 x BY OWNER: New four bed- knowledge of pattern design
12 and 6 x 9„ braided, revers- room house with 24 baths, for- High school education. Salary, and once the wife of Al Jolpaneled famson, plans to return to
ible.
1-22-C mal dining room,
ily room with fire place, dou- $10.000.00 plus.
Broadway for the first time
ENGINEER
INDUSTRIAL
In four decades to star in
WASHER, apartment size Mint. ble garage, utility room, large Prefer BSME, 3-5 years precisliving room, nice kitchen with
"No. No Nanette." She now
hoover,
reasonably
priced.
built-in appliances, carpet, cen- ion metal product. $9,000-$13,Is 60 and a grandmother. RePhone 753-9878.
J-24-C
tral heat and air. Get more 000. Fee paid.
hearsals start in August.
ASSISTANT
Priced
house for your money.
QUALITY
CONTROL
to sell acrw. Phone 753-3003.
NOTICS
3-34-C Prefer BSIE. 2-3 year metal According to4se--SOlithern
products. 29000412,000. Fee
Forest Products Association,
ELECTROLUX SALES & Sercoun- paid
in
the
LIVE
TO
WANT
proper drying and pre-shrinking
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
three-bed- BAKER & BAKER Employ- give lumber a firm,
U. Seeders. Phone 382-2488 try? One year old
lasting grip
ment Service, 1025 West Broadkw
14e4i1ts,
neat
A
home,
room
on nails and other fastenings
Farmington, Kentucky.
way,
Mayfield,
247-1501.
1-22-C
Howard
Murray.
to
minutes
while increasing its strength, and
Aug.-21-C 5
1-28-C WANTED:
G. Bucy, 753-1861.
Male, 25 to 40 years stabilizing its size.
REDUCE SAFE and fast with
acres, for permanent employment,
GoBese Tablets and E-Vap "wa- FARM FOR SALE: 25
Waste paper is being fed to
deep 5% days week Salary open. Lobasement,
house,
modern
ter pills". Holland Drug.
cattle and sheep in a series of
and pond. Two miles west cal firm. Sales and merchanwell
1-22-P-H
nutrition experiments in Texas,
of Lynn Grove, then turn at dising. Write giving full re-Crittendena_Store south t w o sume to P.O. Box 328 Mur- reports the Southern Forest
lastittile. The paper; grutaid uprzer..ty.
mum- if. itoberson
1-24-C WANTED: Female. age 25 to end mixed in with other animal
JUST IN TIME FOR
foods, provides vital diet bulk or
THREE-BEDROOM brick ve- 50 for restaurant work even- roughage. - If the experiment
SUMMER VACATIONS
neer, living room, dining room, ings at Jack's Super Burger on works out, someday waste paper
Chestnut Street. No phone calls
mixed in with animal foods could
25% to 35% mark down on family room, laundry, eat - in accepted. Apply
in person.
help alleviate a waste and
suits, sports coats, swim 'kitchen, disposal, dishwasher,
1-28-C pollution problem and might
help
wear, walk shorts, short appliances, central heat ar.d
air. Excellent location. Considprovide meat at a lower cost.
sleeve shirts.
er any reasonable offer. 401
Animal nutritionists say thus far
1-27-C
North 10th. 753-7844.
FOR RENT
the cattle and sheep being fed the
THE COLLEGE SHOP
REDECORATED TWO bedroom FOUR-BEDROOM, two hetb, experiemntal diet are doing well.
Across Street From
frame on large lot in choice t-icit home, 1000 Sharpe Street.
MSU Library
location on Woodlawn near $115 month. Yearly lease. Ayr
H-July-14-C University. To see this and ply at Ledger and Timm TFC
many other "Multiple 1.kated"
properties see or call C. 0. orncE SPACE in National
Bondurant Realty & Tax Ser- Hotel, minimum, 800 feet. Heat
vice at 1001,t N. 4th (over Ben and air conditioner furnished.
Franklin • Store). Office 753- Remodel to suit tenant. Contact Ed Prank Kirk at Diuguich.
9954, Residence 753-3460.
J-29-C
1-24 C
602 South 12th Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42E71
PHONE (502) 7$1-1,101

TUBB'S STUDIO
DELUXE MODEL Frigidaire
30 in. electric range. In excellent condition. Phone 753
1-24-C
8494.

WEDNIFSDAY-JULY 22 1970

PROFESSIONAL Painting. In. New rehabilitation treatment
tenor and exterior. References technique to promote selfFree estimates. Phone 733-3486 confidence in long term mental
Aug.-17-C1 patients will be used throughout
VA's hospital system. Based on
COMPLETE MOBILE HOME RI.
simulated social systems, the
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile
Home Repairs all makes and program has been proven successful in five years of tests.
models. Call day or night. Calvert City 395-7553. Long distance call collect Fast efficient service at reasonable cost.
TEC,
ARTIST AVAILABLE, Artist,
interior designer and decorator. Free lance commercial illustrations. Portraits, oil or pastel. Phone 762-4774.
A-22-C

00K

1981 RAMBLER station wagon. PAINTING, exterior or inter1-23-P ior, by the hour or job. Free
Phone 753-4024.
1967 CAPRICE four door hard- estimates. Phone 437-5581, or
1-25-C
top, 396, power and air. Phone 437-8442.
753-7271.
1-24-C

IN THE

WANTED TO RENT

ENGLISH Grandfather Clock.
LOST & FOUND
WANT TO RENT nice three or
Walnut. Over 100 years old
LO6T:
Black white face cow four bedroom home with dinWestminister chimes Rues per1-24-P from BobLy Mitchell's fern?, ing room and den. Call VandfectlY• $235. 753-7683.
three miles north of Penny on. erbilt Chemical, Mr. Shinners
TWO. BASSET bounds, AKC Penny Road. Phone 489-2872.
753-4171 8:00 am. til 4:00 p.m.
registered, male and female,
1-23-C
J-23-C
Underdog
UPSET WINNER
large type, also baby basinett
ContervatIve Party leader
about
five
kitten,
LOST.
White
like new. Phone 436-2458.
---Pdward Heath 14 caught up
months old. Last seen in neighWANTED TO MTV
In a crush of happy admitborhood of West Main and 14th
era In London following his
HOME FREEZER, chest type, Street. Small reward. Phone WANT TO BUY vegetables for
election as England's prime
Priced 753-5759
condition.
• excellent
1-T-C freezing.- Phone 753-3485.
rnilttW
(CATiviwir.)
cheap. Phone 753-5209, 1-24C
-- • J-M-C
••

WANT
ADS
.Lt.%

.1•
•

lwgr
NtUBBAY. KENTUCKY
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Communist Troops Cut Off Phnom
Penh Route To Sea This Morning

SEEN & HEARD .1).

•

Quotes
From The
News

WEDNESDAY-cLY 22. 1970

Federal State
Market Report

Eugene Dale .

i‘orennuod From Pogo 1)
(Continued
known resident of Alamogordo,
Center and it Lb being used
New Mexico.
widely
Funeral services were held at
Alamogordo with burial in the
in
Hue
of
casualties.
nine-hour battle west
By ROBERT KAYLOR
Monte Vista Cemetery there.
corner. There is no stigma attached to
PHNOM PENH UPI -Com- The cutting of Highway 4, the the. nation's northwest
Dale who has many relatives
United Press International
wounded.
By
were
and
Americans
oil
which
illness.
over
route
mental
Stx
only
munist troops cut 'Phnom
WASHINGTON-Rep. Martha and friends here in Murray and
five
region,
that
reach
of
can
'South
Penh's lifeline to the sea this other vital supPea
operated
Griffiths, D-Mich., commenting Calloway County
during
morning and renewed their Phnom Penh from the sea, waves of B52a came in
grocery stores for 35 years
constitutional
proposed
suspected
a
on
In our confused thinking of
drive against any army training coincided with renewed fighting the night to bombard
• ving the Piggly-Wiggly Handy
trails in today mental illness will be ever amendment granting women
supply
center. The government got at the army training center at guerrilla
Market and New Market. For the
Allied more with us and the local Center equal rights with men:
9,500-man
northwest
of
a
of
miles
support
Romeas,
40
new help from South Vietnam
18 years, since retiring from
operation attempting to hea is one of our principal weapons in "In my opinion, it probably
the capital.
in the form of 5,000 soldiers.
grocery business, he had been
draftable."
women
make
Communist
will
expteted
Viet Cong and North Vietna- off an
the war against mental illness.
Military spokesmen in Saigon
representative for Investors'
said two task forces of South mese units first attacked the offensive.
Diversified Services, Inc.
Herman
WASHINGTON--Sen.
Vietnamese troops and tanks base Tuesday and the defenders
He was born in Kentucky
questionThe Center has a Psychiatrist, E. Talmadge, DO..,
pushed into Cambodia east of were reported to have held
February 22, 1898, and came to
administration's
Nixon
the
ing
government
The
a Psychologist and a Psychiatric
Phnom Penh this morning to them off.
• I •
legis- Alamogordo at the age of 15. He
Social Worker all of whom are proposed welfare reform
clear Highway 1 between the communique this morning said
$9 was a member of the Cuba
cost
estimated
to
lation
trained for this work. They* get
two capitals and to wipe out Cambodian troops again had (Continued From Page 1)
Avenue Church of Christ, a past
year:
a
billion
the
in
control"
"re-established
results.
guerrilla stores in the Parrot's
question is, where are member of the Otero county
successful kidney transplant,
"My
is
a
attack.
latest
Beak region.
according to doctors at the
we going to get the money?" Selective Service board, a
It brought to 17,500 the No casualty reports were
veteran of U. S. Navy service
center.
medical
of
Not only is mental illness
number of Saigon troops .in given from Romeas, one
during
World War II, a board
Thoroughbred
Chris
LAWRENCE,
Kan.
Murray
The
several bases where the governtreated, but also offered is family
Cambodia.
organization which counseling, help for children who Mabbutt, describing disorders member of the Alamogordo Knife
an
Club,
army
mold
an
trying
to
is
ment
Cambodian units meantime
all athletics at Murray cannot grapple with the problem.' which led to the shooting death & Fork Club, and a director of
were reported battling to clear from poorly *quipped volun- supports
Kansas Assotiated Grocers 'Of El Paso.
a basketball
sponsoring
State,
is
to
get
who
draftees
of life, aid for adults who suffer of a University of
Phnom Penh's only road link to teers and
Survivors include his wife,
freshMurray
the
sophomore:
between
game
practice
from the same difficulty, and
the port at Kompong Som and fire as few as five
varsity teams next several other phases of mental
heard one officer say Mrs. Anna Dale, 1401 Indiana
were said to have regained shots before being thrust into men and
November, but because of the outlook.
'Shoot him! Shoot him!.' The Avenue, Alamogordo, N. M.; son,
control of the training center at battle.
to help
money
for
need
pressing
order to shoot definitely cam Eugene M. Dale, Jr., of
Cambodia
in
fighting
Other
Romeas, northwest of the
Ludington, Mich.; two daughters,
and
expenses
medical
pay
the police."
miles
from
Srang,
30
at
reported
was
capital.
Mrs. Fred Evans of Alamogordo
child,
and
wife
Moran's
support
and
capital,
southwest of the
We all agree that it is not the
Official reports on the fight- near the povince capital at the tickets are being sold now. problems a person faces, but the WASHINGTON-Gen. William and Mrs. James K. Nickless of
ing came from Cambodian Kompong Chhnang, northwest Ticket prices are $5.00 for chair outlook on these problems which C. Westmoreland, assessing London, England; 11 grandspokesmen as the nation's of Phnom Penh. Spokesmen seats and $2.00 for general a awe bun difficulty.
President Nixon's Cambodian children; brother, Albert L. Dale,
and three sisters, Mrs. Ruby
incursion:
' premier, Gen. Lon Nol, flew to said Cambodian warplanes mission, with all proceeds ear
Bangkok to ask the Thai were flying raids near Kom- marked for the Tom Moran hod.
-President Nixon's decision Lane, Miss Kathrene Dale, and
Miss Nell Dale, all of
Co-chairmen of the ticket
government for military assis- pong Chhnang.
We see this ahnost orrery day. to cross into Cambodia has
tance against what he termed Allied headquarters in Saigon committee, Frank Ryan and We wake up one morning and the achieved great success, both in Alamogordo, N. M.
"barbarous aggression" by the listed light and
scattered Ronald Churchill, said more than world is black.
Our trails improving the morale situation
Communists. fighting on the Vietnain War eleven hundred dollars worth of overwhelm us. The obstacles of the South Vietnamese troops
Gen, William C. Westmore- front, reporting two American tickets have already been sold. facing us seem insurmountable. and in relieving the pressure on JOAO to telOW 'am
land, the U.S. Army chief of helicopters shot down during a
Some of the tickets were sold at There is no escape.
A
the southern part of the country
staff, returned Tuesday to
the Murray-Calloway County
(Vietnam)."
OMAHA,
Neb. (UPI) - The
Washington from a tour of
Fair, and others have been
Nebraska National Forest at
Southeast Asia and said Cambopurchased by individuals who The next morning, the trials
Halsey, the world's largest mandia could survive with moral
had heard of Moran's plight and are the same, The obstacles have
koart from aborigines, the
and material support from its (Continued Ppm Paw 1)contacted members of the not changed. But, our outlook is population of Australia is al- made forest, was established in
1902 to demonstrate that forallies.
Pontiac two door driven by Helen committee to offer their help. different and we are not
of European
pipet entirely
2"i/d grow in the- crs?..rt
7rltlt ;ailed
Hietwey 4,
Cap- dismayed. Life is
=Idier
ay
21"
am we itoc
.Plains area..
-atepintter rkiii
Cambodia's
a1g70Thucliwo tam David g. Carr NIS rivaled a reason that one must face the
— —
port, Kompong Scan, was cut door driven by David Edward check to the fund.
challenge of life with composure
before dawn, military spokes- Boyer, 518 Vernon Avenue, Tickets for the game are
and resolution.
men said. Guerrilla troops Sikeston, Mo.
available at all Murray Drug
attacked a government garrison Police said the Giles and sores, and at various other
on the roadway at Ste Khlong, McDougal cars were stopped locations throughout the city
The
What is different?
44 miles southwest of Phnom waiting for a person to turn left including a number of service
problems' No. Merely our
Penh.
when Boyer hit the McDougal car stations.
outlook.
Field reports said the fighting in the rear and knocked it into the
was continuing at midmorning, rear of the Giles car.
with no details available on
Damage to the Giles car was on
BUSH'S - No. 1 can
Therefore, it would stand to
Let,er to the Editor
the rear end,to the McDougal car
reason that if we can Work tin our
on the front and rear ends, and to
outlook,if we can view life from a
the Boyer car on the front end. (Continued From Page IF
different position, if we can
Persons injured in the wrecks
time, each slows up
merely see things from a dif(Canttneed Prove Page 1)
in the city during this month have necessary to allow the other
ferent standpoint, we can achieve
Claude
Parnell
of
Inbeen
privilege of proceeding.
a fair degree of happiness
general manager P. L. Finks and
BUSH'S No 300 can
dianapolis, Ind., and Gayle
Bethel Richardson, auditor.
Gardner of Murray Route Eight
But the solution proposed b
Finks said the Cooperative
on July 1; Renee Shaw Johnson of Mr. Glenn D. Hughes is th
That is what the Center works
buried 85 miles of cable during
Providence on July 9; Nelson and most!!! It reminds me of tha toward. To try and change a
1969 to replace open wire which
Marion
Garland
of
Murray
on
ordinance of a - small town
person's outlook so that his
ARGO No. 303 can
had been in service for 15 years
July 11; and Cynthia Gay Colson Illinois that has a railroa problems will not seem so difand was obsolete.
of 706 Sycamore Street, Murray, crossover.
If two trains ap- ficult, so that his trials become a
Finks told the members of the
12.
proach the crossing at the same challenge rather than incooperative that Direct Distance on July
time, both shall stop and not surmountable obstacles.
Dialing was added to six exproceed until the other hasI
changes in 1969 - Folsomdale,
AM. BEAUTY •-• No. 303 Can
Purchase Area
passed."
Fancy Farm, Wingo, Sedalia.
apwith
that
Nothing
wrong
Hazel and Fairdealing. Nev.
Hog Market
proach.
Frank Peer
Concord will be added July 31."
1613 Magnolia Drive
Automatic Numbering IdenFederal State Market News
Murray, Kentucky 42071
tification will be added to all Service 7-22-70. Kentucky PurMAYFIELD — No. 303 can
If you're having trouble, just
exchanges in Kentucky in July chase area bog market report
drop
by
the
Center
at
702
Main
1971.
includes 10 buying stations.
July 21, 1970
Street. Just walk in with your
Several door prizes were
Receipts: Act. 1182 T. 730;
head in the air as if you were
awarded at the close of the Barrows and Gilts fully steady; Dear Editor:
going to the doctor to have a wart
barbecue*Boma atm&
DOttetf — Oitt can
st noon.
--"Imiggl
il arillbeas !la
US 2-3200-240 lbs. $24.06-28.50;
I have been a subscriber to the
•-3111ne uung ftemov
The cooperative,established in Few at 524.75-25.2K
LEDGER AND TIMES for a wart and remove an idea.
the early 1950's, presently serves US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $23.50-34.00; several years now and we always
And, by the was if you can
more than 9,000 subscribers in US 2-4 247-260 lbs. *2300-28.50; look forward for the news from
Graves, Calloway, Carlisle, US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $22_50-23.00; Murray and the surrounding supply the center with any of the
items listed at the head of_thlii
GALLON
Marshall and Hickman counties SOWS:
area
KRAFT
toturne, Merit apPrec
-fate it.
in Kentucky-and Henry and US I. 270-350 Ito. 317.80-18.80.
Weakley counties in Tennessee Few 519.50-19.75.
My wife and I were born and Like everyone else, they are
The co-op operates 17 exchanges US 1-3 300-550 lbs. 016.30-17.30; reared in Calloway County; our short on money and could use
US 2-9 450-650 lbs. 713.30-18.30. children were born in the Murray these things to upgrade the
in thatie counties.
Hospital and we still call center.
Calloway County our home.

Ticket

Three Cars ...
war—

(Continued Prom Pogo I)
the Middle West to New
England today, although cool
readings were experienced early today in some sections, with
temperatures ranging from 48
at Toledo, Ohio, to 95 at
Needles, Calif.
Barely boasting hurricane
winds of 75 miles an hour, the
season's second hurricane was
expected to hit inland between
Fort Walton Beach and Port St.
Joe, Fla., today.
Ahead of the storm, squalls
and high tides lashed the
Northwestern Florida coastline.
The weather bureau said that
(Continued From Palm 1)
as much as eight inches of rain
prior to the opening of the school might fall on parts of the
for the teachers who were going Florida Panhandle as Becky
to teach in the summer program moved inland.
with the help of Mrs. Billie Early today Columbia, S.C.,
Downing of the Murray State was doused with more than an
University faculty. Variou inch of rain in an hour, and
problems were taken up and recorded almost 13
/
4 inches of
usable and workable suggestions rain during a six-hour span.
were offered.
Heavy rains also fell on
Each school had a teacher aid Miami, where nearly 1'4 inches
who was helpful in promoting the of rain covered the city.
program as planned. Serving as Victoria, Tex., recorded two
teacher aids were Mrs. Brenda inches of rain.
Starks, Mrs. Glenna harris, Mrs. Pleasant weather was the
Pat Hutson, Miss Phyllis Mohler, outlook for the West Coast
Mrs. Helen Doron, and Miss today. Meanwhile, in North
Kathy Stubblefield.
Central and Eastern WashingIn addition to the reading ton firefighters expected cooler
program, music,art and physical temperatures
and
overcast
activity were a part of the skies to help them control
regular morning program. A forest fires which blackened
wholesome lunch, along with a more than 60,000 acres and
morning snack, was served to claimed two lives.
each child daily. The hgJulight of
Dutch brew a retard
the
Overton -Park Zoo at emp i,
AMSTERDAM (UPI)- Beer
Tennessee.
Such experiences drinking in the Netherlands
were very motivating influences reached a record in 1969. Govin creating a desire on the part of emment statistics report the
the childto read more, Curd said. average Dutchman drank about
The majority of the children 53 quarts of beer last year,
seemed to have grown in self compared with about 47 quarts
confidence and in their ability to itt 4,jig highest ID a hunuse word attack SkilLs... the Iced.
-oaf-base-tigialtini
statistics.

Reading . . .

afria-61;

MARKET

I

ASPARAGUS

MEXICAN STYLE
BEANS

3/39'

GREEN LIMAS

2/35'

TOMATOES

2/45'

CORN

2/33'

Westmoreland Says Cambodian
Incursion Reduced Communist
To...Guerrillalevel

But now I write to exercise my Yeah. It's deductible
freedom as an American citizen;
to voice my objections to your
publication of pictures of lewd
women indecently dressed. It
-Titnu
"Fr"' rade I)
can be said that some are hardiy.--LC
'dressed at all. I have heard that major factor in the rising cost of
'WASHINGTON (UPI) -Gen. Nixon met with his top defense a picture is worth a thousand electric power.
William- C. Westmoreland says and diplomatic experts to give words, and the type of pictures The cost of coal was $58 million
President Nixon's Cambodian instructions to the new Paris that hive been appearing over what was anticipated by
Incursion has'reduced Commu- negotiator. David K. E. Bruce. recently is certainly not saying TVA and the cost of funds
nist war activities in the No details of the one hour, 45 what this generation needs to borrowed by TVA amounted to
$9
southern part of Vietnam to "a minute meeting, were released. hear As fuel adds to the fire, it million over what had been anTurning his attention to seems to me that your con- ticipated.
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sive strikes into Cambodian if the Cambodian government not helping to extinguish the Apparently there was also
Communist sanctuaries had of Gen. Lon Nol is given enough blaze of our sex-crazed world. some misjudgment on what TVA
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said
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* MEATS

Blackberry
JELLY
18-oz. 45'

*
First Cut

th,59c
Roast
Chuck (Center
Cut lb. 69')
LEAN

Pork Cutlets

C.

Lb

SLICED

Lb 49;

Pork Steak
BOSTON BUTT

Pork Roast

Lb 3
9

ARMOUR STAR CANNED

HAM

Distilled
Water
85'

3 lbs. $289
ARMOUR'S

i.594

Matchless Baton

WienfirS------ 12-oz. pkg.

491

OLD FASHIONED
12 oz

AMERICAN CHEESE

Dr. Ralph El
. Nursing Home
who also serves

Harold

Seen&
Arm
M ur

The folleertag let
about ten yE
songwriter Sy Mi]
the former actre

It was "discover(
ago by Rev. Fran
the Maryknoll Ff
then has recei%
circulation.

Father Caffrey
temption to re
groper image of!
dignity in the
society and has u
these efforts.

•

This letter has
as "a simple, po'
challenging toda:
sex-oriented
womanhood. It's
for a girl or yo
believe anyone re,
morality, feminit
our society. But I
simply stated for
know you will find
The Solo Cup F
East End Avei
Illinois 60649

63

FROZEN FOOD

*

39'

pkg.

ORANGE JUICE
0
- 6)6000

Graham Cracker Crumbs 35
RECIPE (Recommended by Lassie)

3 cans 59

LEADER

2 Lb.

Whole Wheat Flour
35'
CANNING & FREEZING
SUPPLIES
JARS — FREEZER BAGS
LIDS — CERTO — SURE-JELL

a

*

3 for
1

PROTEIN RICH CEREAL—
MADE FROM OATS

Cheerios
_

WITH COUPON

351
Good week at

i&0490

WEATHER

Uallfamt Press I

VALUABLE COUPON 00,00:

Cheerios

,,. Good at

1Corztinual On

12-oz. can

FROSTY ACRES

CAKE MIX

We picked up
afid hefe It

This is what "(
Man" says:
'I am a Woma
"I am your
sweetheart, your

Bologna

... DUNCAN HINES — box

DOG FOOD

Scl

ARMOUR'S ALL-MEAT

CREAM PIES---- 59'

SUNSHINE

United Pre

•••••ffinit

- MIA NO-BAKE

KRAFT SINGLE SLICE

Source
In Mur
Callowa

Nursin

CHOICE or PROTEN

79'

SALMON

The F

Murray Livestock Company
Livestock weighed on arrival.
Cattle this week 60
Calves this week 12
Compared To Last Week;
Slaughter cows and bulls steady,
feeder steers steady.
Slaughter Cows: Cutter, few
high dressers, 19.00-20.75 Canner
16.00-18.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over
1000 lbs. 24.518025.75.
Feeder Steers: Mixed Good
and Choice 300-500 lbs. 30.00-33.25,
Good 27.25-30.00.

SWANNS

1500 Attend . .

Rains...

WITHOUT COUPON

454

July 11 thru LV

'SWANN'S MARKET
VALUABLE COUPON

604M

West Kent
cloudy, slightly
and early tonight
chance of showers
and occasional
northeast early t
cloudy and warme
today in 70s, low
high Friday in O.
measurable preci
cent today

TVA LAKE:
By United Press
75
Savannah
Perryville
Johnsonville
Scott Fitzhugh
Eggnera Ferry
Kentucky HW
Kentucky TW

